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U.S.A. Party Triumphs 
By Chris Sangster Similarly, Secretary and Senator- \'er:v pleased with the increased turnout". dent Council. 
.\1ay 7-Ai; the polls closed and the elect Marion Girod and Dennis Eddington Despite indices of voter apathy in re- The U.S.A. was however successful at re,-ults were tallied a small, but emotion- met with comparable challenges in their cent years this Spring's D.S.S.G. election r·apturing seven of the ten Lower Division allv swollen mob of the U.S.A. (United races, winning out by 34 and 38 votes, re- turnout totaled 1669, which outstriped Council positio_ns. Reigning in that contest St�der,ts for Action) Party candidates and spectively. Eddington, in a brief statement I980's voter turnout by an encouraging212 were Raul Garrington, Helen Le·wis, Paul �upµortrs made no secret of their elation to the REPORTER, acknowledged his ap- votes. Interest generated by the controv- >iorton, Marvann O'Connor, Sidney Phil­o\·er a close yet impressive victory in Day preciation for the 735 votes his supporters ersial Fee Referendum was certainly a lip:3, Esmoncl Scott (of the REPORTER>' Session Student elections. afforded him, and he reiterated his commit-. factor in the markedly larger turnout, even and Maurice Villoria of the U.S.A. Partv Although unofficial, the preliminary ment .. to work toward (fulfillment ot) all though only some 1251 ballots were cast on along \<nth Unity's Annette Carbon. Eli�­c·ount had 17 of 21 U.S.A. candidates vie- \the) promises" he made during his cam- the issue-which was defeated bv the nar- a beth Chang and Mary Valentin. todous. While 2:3 of a total 39 Unity Party paign. For the office of Treasurer Craig row margin of 56 votes, 597 to 653. Ida Zakin. unchallenged for the lone randidates made successful bids for elected Allman took the race 703 to 791, from A Closer Look po:3t of Auxiliary Services Board, otnce. all five central offices of D.S.S.G. Stanley Ng. In the breakdown of the two divisions' wa:3 the election's greatest single vote-lDav Session Student Go·vernment) Presi- Commenting on the overall "unof- Council seats: U.S.A.'s Gloria Serrano was .�etter with 899 votes. In the race for the dent. Executive Vice-President, Treas- ficial" results of this years elections Dean of the only non-Unity party candidate to·win board of Directors of Baruch's College A.s­urer, Serretary and Senator were capt- Students Florence Siegel said ·she felt that the right to represent the Upper Division. ,-oriation Inc. Alberto Arevedo was the ured by the U.S.A. In the presidential race "they were all close", (addressing queries Ms. Serrano will join the council�ong with ..:ole U.S.A. candidate to flourish, and he 
Salvador Cheda andStanley Abraham split into respective races, from anxious spec- Elliot Auerbacher, Maria Dolios. Wilma will serve with Unity's Dawn Supinski and 
J.i,G:J votes, with Abraham losing out by tators) who lined the halls outside 24th Harvey, Richard Holman, Betty Porn, �larie Manuella . . Joanne Iacono and Debra 
some 5-3 votes. The margin in the race for St.'s room 105 shortly after 5:00 P,M. in Da\;d Roserisweig, Ruby Wong and Ms. .\fastrangelo (of Helpline) were elected to 
the number two position was a mere 26, as hope of getting the earliest election re- :-.iancy Young who received the most of rile Student Center Board, while Michale 
Charles LoBello squeaked by Edward Tor- turns. On the election as a whole Dean \'Otes of any Coµncil member candidate Railey and .Joseph Fagen secured the two --3 TJ? Siegel told the REPORTER that she .. was (457) and thus will chair next year's Stu- .-\.thletr h,>ard positions. :..rr.::.:.s:...':...:·o.:_t0_·_-_. ________________________________________________ continued.onpage7 
Starting Salary Offers on the Rise 
. Bethlehem, Pa. _ Data just compiled engineering, at -�'24,276, experienced at The three business disciplines, with 26 
by the College Placement Council show 12.3 percent gain. Since the July 1980 re- percent of the bachelor's offers, reported 
that starting salaries to this year's college port, increases in salary offers for the ele- 111creases of 9 percent to 11 percent in sal­
graduates are unaffected by the current ven engineering disciplines included in the ary offers since July 1980. The highest av­
sluggish economy. Almost all of the 24 cur- survey ranged from 8 percent to 12 per- erage offer in this group went to account-
ricula surveyed at the bachelor's level re- cent. ing majors - -016,956 per year. 
ported increases in starting salary offers Job offers to engineering graduates The seven scientific disciplines for 
over those reported in the CPC July 1980 contined to dominate the CPC survey, ac- which dat are collectged _accounted for 8 
report. counting for 63 percent of the bachelor's percent o_fthe volume. While o�ers to con:i-The highest salary offers were to en- offers reported although this group in- puter sc1�nce graduates do1TUnated this 
gineering graduates. Students majoring in eludes only 7 percent of the projected bach- · category 111 number of offers, the reported 
petroleum engineering continued to attract elor's degrees to be conferred in 1980-81, annual average of -019,968 took s_econd 
the top offers at the bachelor's level - according to William McLoughln at Baruch place. Other physical and e�rth �c1ences 
,"26,244 annually, 10.1 percent above the College, a participating institution in the reported the ti:ip dollar offer 111 this group 
July 1980 figure. Second-ranked chemical national survey. - --"21,912, which represents an 18 percent 
jump since the July 1980 report. 
The humanities and social sciences 
group traditionally has a limited number of 
offers in this early report. Many graduates 
in this group receive jo� offers late� in the 
academic year or follow111g graduation and· 
therefore are· not represented in this mid­
season report. 
Of the 19 programs surveyed at this 
master's level, chemical engineering re­
corded the highest average salary offer. At 
·26,340, this group jumped 12.7 percent 
over last July's closing figure. Geology and 
related geological sciences ranked secona 
with an average of .,25,380. 
continued on page 7 Chairman of English 
Dept. Resigns INSIDE 
On Thursday, May 7th, by a margin of 
22-18 votes, Profesor Mary Hiatt became 
the new chairperson of the English Depart­
ment. The position which had been left 
open since chairperson Andrew Laven­
der's official resignation on April 26th, was 
contested for by Professors Emile Cap­
auya and Hiatt. 
However, despite having a new chair­
person, the majority of the forty-one full 
time and sixty-three adjuncts of the Eng­
lish Department seem to be a bit shocked 
by Professor Lavender's resignation. The 
initial general feeling was one of "concern, 
regret and shock, according" to Professor 
F.Barasch. 
In a letter dated April 26th, Prof. La­
vender informed his"friends, colleagues 
and staff' that he wished that his resigna­
tion had come at another time-for exam­
ple, at the end of the academic year. How-
ever "in a context too painful to recite", he 
·iound that to be impossible". 
Speculations that there might have 
been "something rotten in the the state of 
Denmark,"were readily denied by other 
English professors and by Prof. Lavender 
himself. His reasons, according to his let­
ter, were personal. Besides, he felt that 
'the frne had irretrievably come" and it 
was in she best interest of himself and the 
department that he did what he did. 
Responding to his resignation, Dean 
Martin Stevens commented, "I will miss 
Profesor Lavender profoundly on the vari­
ous committees on which he served and as a 
spokesman for the English Department. I 
admire him greatly. He is kind, generous, 
and above all, a gentleman." 
The REPORTER wishes Professor 
Hiatt best regards in her new capacity and 
hopes that Prof. Lavender wishes in his 
capacity--once again--as a professor. Reporter Farewell Tribute
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To: Editor-inaChief, The Reporter 
Baruch College 
From: Professor'John Ttinkaus 
Faculty Advisor 
Sigma Iota Epsilon 
We would like to publicize, to all the stu­
dents, the upcoming installation of new 
members into Sigma Iota Epsilon. 
It would be appreciated if you would place 
the attached article in the upcoming issue 
of your newspaper. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
• Sigma Tau Chapter of Sigma'Iota Ep-' 
silon will initiate thirteen undergraduates,· 
siX' graduates and a faculty member at its 
. Spring· Induction Ceremony. Acceptance 
into this honor society is an attainment to 
be proud of as membership is granted only 
to those who have demonstrated an out­
standing acaiiemic achievemnt in the field 
of managment. The·installation Will be con� 
ducted by Dr .. Johm Trinkaus-Faculty . 
Advisor and Ira ·H. Weinstein-President: 
· The members.'are: 
UNDERGRADUATE· 
Phyllis A: Blackberg · · · 
Marylou .Colangelo 
Stephen Fox 
Edward F. Humphries·.\. .. 
Rahaman A. Kfuif· ···: ,.· > · ··, · ·- .,
Blanche L:Mallory:'····-
· �-· · · .,_ 
· Marguerite Mendola 
Keith Merriwether 
.Joseph M. Nussbaum 
,Jan L. Pollard 
Edward Richards 
Neal Spector 
R. Dian!:!·varick 
GRADUATE 
Robert E. Angland 
.Joan Garafola 
· Randal Gottlieb 
Shivram K. Iyer 
Calvin B. Kerr 
·.John F. Manley 
FACULTY 
Elaine Gale Wrong 
In the last issue of "THE REPORT­
ER" a figure of -:125,000 was projected as 
having been the target goal for this years' 
Phonathon. "THE REPORTER" has since 
then learned that due to the restructuring 
of the Office of College Relations during the 
ouset of PHONATHON '81 the target goal 
was subsequently set at surpassing last. 
year's figure of 102,000. At present 
PHONATHON '81 has recorded over 
106,000 in total pledges. 
To: Baruch College .Community Infor­
mational Publications 
From: John Ttinkaus, Assistant· Dean 
(SBPA) 
Date: May 4, 1981 
Re: News Release 
Fall Day MBA Courses 
For many tJ:!e'Ilormal work day is no. 
longer the cutomary 9 to 5. Flex time, for 
instance, is modifying the conventional 
standard. Too, the profile of the traditional 
college student is being altered. For exam­
ple, at CUNY women students now signi-
ficantly outnumber men. 
To more closely match class schedules 
with·these; and other-shifting social pat-
terns, the Office of Graduate Programs will 
offer a limited number of morning and af­
ternoon MBA chsses this Fall. It is anti­
cipated that these new sections, along with 
_ other plans now being considered, may 
well. form the underpinnings of a day MBA 
program at Baruch--one cast in a mode 
desigped to. meet the changing needs and 
compositin of students in the years ahead. 
JT 
cc:.Dean Sa.mi.tel Thomas 
A.V.P. Francis Connelly 
By Dhyana Ziegler 
Upper and lower seniors will have the 
opportunity of registering by mail for the 
fall semes.ter, . 81, according' to Pinas 
Friendenberg, Registrar. Mail registra­
tion was first tested in the Graduate School 
this spring, and resulted in 1000 students 
registering by mail. "It was a total suc­
cess," said Friendenberg. 
Seniors will receive their registration 
package the week of June 22nd. The 
package will contain one form for their 
primary course preferences and two other 
forms to be used for two alternate prog­
rams if their first choices are either cfosed 
or cancelled. Students will then have the 
option of either mailing the package back or 
dropping. it off in person. The material 
should be processed by July 13th and the 
student will receive a confirmation and bill 
in the mail. SPECIAL NOTE: Student, 
must pay the bill by July 30th or their re­
gistration will be cancelled and they would· 
then have to register during the normal 
process starting on August 24th. 
"We will be monitoring this registra­
tion in the long run," says F'riendenberg. 
"If it's successful, we would then like to 
move to the junior classes and eventually 
sophomores and freshmen," he added. 
By Denise L. Gordon, Instructor, Com1>/ 
Programs 
Erick Alexander, V .P ., Vanguard 
If you missed Open Forum I, you 
missed the opportunity to develop your 
self-esteem. If you missed Open Forum 
II, you missed the chance to enhance 
your awareness. 
Open Forum II, which took place on 
Tuesday, April 28, was the second time 
that Black and Hispanic students and 
faculty were able to come together on a 
common gro�d. We came togethei: to 
discuss and, in · some instances, solve 
problems that confront us everday as we 
work and learn in our Baruch com- . 
munity. 
Some extremely impo�t and 
timely information regarding th1:i'role of 
. the student and the role of the u,iiversity 
was given by the students and faculty. · 
It would be safe to �Y that Open . 
Forum II as well as Operi Forum I was 
successful and enlightening for both the· 
students and the faculty. 
However, if you believe thatjust be­
cause classes are about to end and sum­
mer is about to approach that the Black 
and Hispanic Coalition will be on vaca­
tion, then you should be happy to know 
that you are mistaken, Plaits' for Open . 
. Forum III w:ili be. developed during the 
summer. When the· summer ends and 
classes begin again. in September, we 
would like to be ready to preent Open 
Forum_III. . . 
''s'.''a/ ''.l'heref9r.e, ifyoti (student or faculty 
. 'member} would 'like- to help plan Open 
Forum III, please contact Erick Alexan­
der, V.P. Vanguard, boz 600, Student 
Center. Please leave your name, address, 
·. t,elephone number(s) where you can be 
reached and days and/or evenings when 
you are available to help with the plan­
ning. Your input is vitaj and your efforts 
and strengths are needed. ,, ·, ' . .' ,' .. 
We do look forward to hearing from 
you arid working with you. 
i! 
Report conflicts to the appropriate office 
(Curricular guidance for Undergraduates. 
<1nd Room 920A, 26th Street for Graduates)' 
before Thursday, May 14,'1981. Room 523, 
2-3rd Street Building will be· used for all 
conilicyexarninations. 
To ;-educe potential conflicts, we are using 
J\rne 4, 1981 as an additional examination 
day. This might cause difficulty for some, 
, but it should prevent problems for most. 
' Please contact the appropriate office of cur­
ricular guidance or the office of the reg­
istrar if you need help. 
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Reporter Fare'Well to: 
By Fasina K. Baptiste Many years ago, Webster's dictionary defined 'energy' as follows: "strength of ex­pression; force of utterance; internal or in­herent power; power efficiently and forci­bly exerted." In her recent "Food For Thought" column, Dhyana Ziegler wrote, ·'Sharing is the symbol, and whenever a person is able to share themself, willingly, and express this feeling with tenderness and concern, he or she is excercising a · wonderful gift. of nature." 
life is one which requires self-disclpline and._ self-motivation. Both of these factors have clearly played a major role in Dhyana Ziegler's success. To put it in her own words, "Self-motivation is very important but coupled with motivation is the self re­sponsibility of application in order to be successful in all endeavors". The differ­ence, however, between an average stu­dent and an excellent student is determina­tion. And determination is nothing new to Dhyana. "She has always been a very de­termined person". said Geri Welch, one of Dhyana's 22 cousins. "Her energy level is 
-Dhyana Ziegler-
Why, you might ask, have these ideas been placed in juxtaposition? Because they both reveal a sure understanding of two primary laws of the universe, which take root in the human experience. Many of us have had occasion to meet and interact with soemone to whom Webster's definition of energy applies. Such people; while gener­ally inspiring often times seem unap­proachable on a personal basis because of the demands made of their time and re­sources. It is only once in a rare while, though, that any of us ecnounter individu­als who not only possess energy, but exem-· plify Dhyana Ziegler's conception of shar­ing as well. Yet, such has been the good fortune of all of us who, over the past three years, have come to know and love Dhyana Ziegle_r. Dhyana, who will graduate Cum · Laude next month, has made an indelible mark on the Baruch campus during her sojourn here. Her involvement and partici­pation in campus programs and activities embrace both the . academic and extra­curricular arenas. During her first year here as a full­time SEEK/CUNY BA.student, Dhyana took on the added responsibilities of peer tutoring and freshman leadership. More­over, she functioned as the Arts and· Lei­sure Editor of the REPORTER, and car­ried an internship at WNEW-TV as desk/ production assistant simultaneously. As well as we al! k�w, .the students' 
' · ... 
, very high. Dhyana and I were roommates for three years. She taught herself to play the guitar and the piano. Late at night, she used to sit on the floor between the living 
room and the bedroom with a candle-to keep from waking me up-plucking her guitar and writing her songs. We've always had a cosmic relationship." Even as a child, Dhyana was spiritual and creative. Her writing began at an early age when she used to write letters to her. mother, raising questions and expressing her opinions, and leave them next to her mother's plate at the breakfast table. "I've 
always been a thinker," says Dhyana. "As a child, from around the age of three 'ti! I was seven or eight years old, I would sit up in my bed at night rocking-and thinking. That was because I didn't believe l was really here. I believed I had � soul twin. I believed that, and I wanted to see my dou­, hie, so I used to walk around with my eyes 
Reporter". Her dedication, along with that of the REPORTER's Managing Editor, Greg Calhoun, to the production of a qual­ity newspaper, has been marked with their mutual perseverance and sacrifice. Furth­ermore, this dedication and committment has not been seif-contained, but has. em­bodied an active recruitment campaign on the part of the REPORTER's editors to encourage other students to exercise their writing"talents. · 
crossed". · . Her senior· year it ,Baruch has found Alberta Ziegler, Dhyana's mother, al- Dhyana more active tnan ever. Not. only· ways knew that her youngest daughter has _she _furictio� as ��e REPORTER's was .unique and special. "Any child who News Editor, but as Assign.ment Editor (.'()mes here two weeks early, got to be arid Newscaster at radio station WBMB as something", she quips, referring to· her well. Dhyana is also a counselor in the Up­pregnancy with Dhyarui. . . ward Bound program ·at Rutgers Univer-And "something" she is! A dynamic sity, a Resource.Consultant in the depart­personality, always bubbling with enthu- ·ment of Student Personnel Services, and is siasm, Phyana has become known to many concluding a year-iong internship at of us on the Baruch campus as the "Roving · W<;;BS-TV in midtown �nhattan. _ 
. ,\:-./' 
The fruits of her labors have resulted in personal fulfillment as well as impressfve tangible rewards: Dhyana was one of the several students to be honored at the 13th Annual SEEK Awards Ceremony:on May· 14th. She was a recipient of the Rita Leeds Award for her contribution of outstanding college and community service, and one of the SEEK academic awards for scholar­ship. At commencement exercises to be held on June , Dhyana Ziegler will receive first prize in the Scripts-Howard Award 
· for Excellence in Journalism from the Eng­
lish Department and the Sheldon Sweid Memorial· Award from the Office of the· 
·. Dean of Students. And that's not an. As a 
participant of the CUNY BA program, Dhvana will reeeive one of the CUNY State Awards and has also been nominated for the National Dean's List by the CUNY BA administration. This honor disting­uishes Dhyana as the first SEEK student ever to receive surh an honor. 
l \ 
;�.' 
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'1nterracial Relations 
ByDerweiP c ally, I am totally against it. I feel that 1.j,1f!.�ti1>,,: H,iw d0 \·11u t,,1:i abo:ir i·'.!''!T·" Caucasion males should wed of their own 
cial relations? · kind. The Black male should wed of his own 
Doris Wilson (Black), a high school educa- kind. From the beginning of time, up until tional assistant. "I have had the opportun- now, the present, the Black race has gone ity to become friendly with many white from predominately Black, to a vast mix­people, while functioning_ on various Par- ture of other races through interracial rela­ent Associations and a local school board tionships. If we, the Black man, do not within my childrens' schools. We would cease to ftµ'ther our relationships with the 
oft.en visit in each others homes, attend ·Caucasi!)n, from my point· of view, the meetings, visit theaters with the children, Black race will no longer be a pure race, as etc. I have close friendships that have exis- it once was back in the beginning of time." ted over eighteen years. I would be for Eddie Tinsley (Black) Guard. "I feel that interracial.-relations." its got its ups and downs. It can be good, 
Ms. X(Black). "On a personal level, I am depending on how you feel about the per­against interracial relations and mar- son. After all,they're human too-some of riages. I believe in preserving our national- them at least. So I would be half and half. ity .. I go along with the mingling, but I Mr. X (Black). "It all depends. Her color simply would not indulge. I am against won't stop me because there are Black Black and white relationships on either women who I won't go out with. But I side--Black woman-white man, white would marry for financial reasons only; woman-Black man." · when the money goes, I'll go. I would in­
Grace Banks Guard (Black). "I am for in- dulge in sex for financial reasons only. Any­terracial relations. This is America, this is way, that's why most white woman marry a new day. I would marry a white man. It Black.men." doesn't have to be for financial resons. If its Mrs. Kaplan (white). "People who are dat­love, its love. This is the way I feel about ing have to be aware of the reality. There's it." ' going to be flack, criticism. Some people 
Michael Gray (Black), a minister. "Person- feel uncomfortable. They feel the need to 
:'play" on the dating because people are. mvolved in their own discomforts. I don't think it's anyone's business to be for or aginst interracial relationships. One shouldn't be hassled by it because it's a personal thing." 
Ann (white). "I don't think I myself would get involved in an interracial relationship, but I can't look down on other people for involving themsevles in it, if they love each other. Because of society's views on such a marriage, it causes many difficulties and makes an interracial marriage difficult, · especially where children are concerned. So therefore, I would not involve myself." 
Madam X (white). "A lot of Black men are nice looking, and I know a lot, but for my family, they would be more against it. I would probably go out with a Black man, but the relationship would be a hard situa­tion to make." 
Charles Kravitz (white). "I am a retired ·educator. I firmly believed and followed through on acceptance of children's cul­tures and backgrounds. I have many Black friends who have visited my home and in return I have visited theirs. I have gotten to know them, their families, on an inti-
. •.<•/4.t ',:, ,•·�-,f.L:"-'�-· r·f\.,-t·.:-
�r:f:f'\:
1
•� \('
.,. 
mate basis. My friendships with them.�ve made me a much better person. I became 
· more aware of the problems that, existing in Black homes, I was able to better under­stand the children and their parents. Within my interracial friendships, we are free to feel psychologically safe to talk ab­out oµr feelings and beliefs. Through liv­ing, communicating, and working with others of various races, prejudice is erad­icated. In order to better understand our multi-cultural world and preserve it as a 
planet, we must learn to get along with each other. I am for interracial dating." M 1·. M (white). "I would go out with a Black woman. I don't see any reason why I shouldn't. And I would marry a Black woman, if I loved her. I don't thi-nk people 
should be discrinunated against. God made everyone equal. Everyone is the same on the inside and that's what counts." 
Mr.Billy (white). "I would indulge in an interracial relationship. I don't have any­thing against them, but I feel the bad ones give a lot of the good ones a bad name and reputation. I would marry a Black "chick" if I fell in love with her, I wouldn't mind. I would be for it . 
_ Page4 
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-�ferendums, elevator slips, roI>beries, �e.dispu�s. bq�get.cuts and volleyball 
champs. iThe sernester'.s over now and with,le.ss than.a,_week to.go one wonders how it got 
· away so fast. With·no time left at all you've got.late papers to hand in and massive amounts 
· of cramming for final exams. " . , · -
As another.semester comes to an end and another-begins to unfold on the horizon, .it is
time to say goodbye to those who have· meant the most to you and have influenced you and 
your surroundings the most during your tenure at Baruch college. 
With deepest regret bolstered by ·surreptitious- wishes of hope and success The_ 
Reporter must say,gooobye to two of the most talented and energetic individuals t6 ever 
grace the presence ·of any college campus, Baruch or otherwise- Greg Calhoun and 
. Dhyana Ziegler. . 
· "Supersnoop" and "Superdupe," as they have been referred to by staff members, 
they will definitely be missed. Dhyana brought you ''The Roving Reporter," "Food For
Thought," and the news. Greg was instrumental in rebuilding the formal hierarchy of the 
newspaper. · . · 
They have left their mark on Baruch, and th!! entire campus stands in their debt. 
Nevertheless, those who remain will continue to persevere in their stead. 
With obvious signs of progression and maturity under its belt, the remaining Repor­
ter staff is already initiating plans of surpassing this year's semester high notes in our 
committment to bring you the most accurate and pertinent events that happen on campus. · Because.Baruch is slowly emerging into being the µmghest academic institution in 
the City University system, it has also begun to warrant a tougher and more substantial 
newspaper to reflect the stature of its tougher conscientious students, 
The events that shape the average Evening student's life are no longer confined to
the campus ·or home life, and now extend to· the .  state and national level. Certain policy 
ehanges have altered the City University educational �ystem almost to the point of total 
revampment. If abreast of these adaptations, college can be relatively easy to manage; if 
ignorant, college can prove drastically stringent. 
We as students owe it to our education to be informed even if it has-to come in the 
shape of self education. We the !Tiembers of The Reporter pledge to educate ourselves in 
the pursuit of edification of the masses. It's no secret that you've got to be tough to make it 
·in New York. Well, because of you, Greg and Dhyana, we have toughness. The Baruch 
administration now knows that The Reporter is a force to be reckoned with and the 
Baruch students now endear its evening paper as an object commanding respect. Student 
professionalism hovers in an atmosphere where there once stood a vacuum. We can 't 
thank you, we can only sustain what you have given us. 
Much success· in your chosen undertakings. 
-� all �.u to:
The Repoiter 
-�·
THE. REPQ,H-rER . 
··· 46 East 28th. Street 
._ . · (26th $treet -Center) 
. ·. New Yotk, New· Yortc 10010 
. Office :iocatlon: Rm. 521 
Office hours: s to 8· pm 
�-y· thn,i Thunday 
. J1l�pll�•·;-'2j2) 725-7217 . . 
•" '-
To: The editor of "The Reporter" 
F'rom: A disappointed evening student. - Just a few observ�ions and one qu�s­
tion- . . First the observatioris: · 
(i) Our Dean of Students conceived of a
Spring '81 Rap back in the Fall '80 
wlten he began as olir-new dean:· He 
received·funding from.both student 
governments· for this rap-and as we 
now quic!4y approach finals, the 
program is Just beginning. In spite 
�j����ft'.11:';ro
have
;g}t��-
raps and-considering tlf: on-coming 
finals; it11 be interesting- to see how 
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program. . Perhaps the . ESSA 
should demand a refund. Oh yes, 
Dr. Carl Kirschner is now in charge 
of this program. · 
(2) When the evening organizations 
planned their first inter-
Ylrkjfe�0Y o!"ktis�����t i�/3i<l
Dean Wilson hand over all bureau­
cratic responsibility to Dr. Ronald 
Aaron, but he also did not even 
bother to show up. 
m While the editor of thi� paper may· 
not be "too disappointed" ifiDean 
Wilson fails to come up with a few 
significant words per issue of "The 
Reporter" as mentioned in his re­
cerit (April ·21th. issue) ''first" 
monthly address, as an active, full­
time evening student holding a full­
time day job, I will be very disap-
,re
i
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t
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l 
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die in the not too distant future. 
Now t�i�e���n;ecy obvious ''pass­
the-buck" style toward evening 
students by, our dean (maybe 
this is how "second-class" per­
sons are uniYer�ally rlealt 1 
with), is it any woncter that 
very, very few of these special 
_students wish to get involved? 
. M_a:V ..20, 1�i 
PhilliitMeConneU .... · ............ FAHtor-in.Chi� 
_l)hyana Ziewler .. · ••.•••••••••••• Manacmg Edi* 
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WOMEN IN BUSINESS 
By Harriet Schatz 
On Frdiay, May 8th, the American 
Society For Personnel Administration held 
its last event of the semester. In typical 
ASP,:\ tradition, it was truly outstanding. 
Not only was the audience of over 80 stu0 
dents enthusiastic, but their participation 
in the question and answer segment of the 
evening indicated just how important this 
event was to all those who attended. The 
event was entitled, "WOMEN IN BUSI­
NESS", and the panel of speakers was 
quite impressive. The guest speakers 
were: Amy Newkirk, an associate in the 
firm of Haupt, Andrews, Freidman and 
Hug and holder of a seat on the New York 
Stock Exchange; Judy Hendren Mello, 
President, First Woman's Bank, Charlotte 
Knabe!, of the Public Relations Depart­
ment of the American Cancer Societv and 
co-author of the book, "Making the M�st of 
Your First Job", and Florynce Kenned_v. 
lawyer, active feminist, author of the forth­
coming book "Sex Discrimination in Emp­
lovment", and cable T. V. producer of th<' Fio Kennedy Show. 
Each of the speakers gave the audi­
ence an idea of their personal background 
and educational credentials, and each pre­
sented a different picture of career success. 
Each woman, in her own manner, impres­
svd u,s with their professionalism and 
strong- sense of purpose in making thL:r 
careers an enjoyable and::. .. · .sfyin� part of 
their lives. 
gests, strongly, that women should con­
centrate on tJ:ieir primary task-which is to 
build their own skills and become profes­
sional in their chosen field. She believes, "it 
is important to set goals and also to know 
that they are not carved in concrete. They 
· are always in process of elimination as you 
go along." Her advice regarding choosing a 
first job is to find an institution with the 
very best training capabilities. Her atti­
tude about corpoFate politics was particu­
larly interesting to me. Her belief is that 
"corporate politics" is really nothing more 
than human relations. It's the art of per­
suasion and learning the criteria for suc­
cess. ''When you are hired as a profess, 
ional, you are being paid for your best work 
and your best thoughts. If you report to 
Amy Newkirk graduated from Smith 
College in 1977 and began her career on 
Wall Street a,; a "floor girl" on the New· 
York Stock� .,change. This required car­
rying orders from one part of the exchange 
floor to another. She seized the opportunity 
to enter a training program and gradually· 
got promotions from one position to 
another. She is now one of only seven wo­
men out of approximately 2000 brokers on 
the New York Stock Exchange flcor. She Speaking: Judy Herden Mello. 
bel.ieves that being a female is not really a someone else you have an obligation to give 
problem for her in her career. She admits them your best. You must understand the 
that there is a ''boys club" atmosphere but corporation's goals and objectives. You'll 
she is confident about her skill and ability never become part of the management 
and seems to have no problem making a team unless you are successful and com­
place for herself. She said a woman must be fortable in corporate politics". You ha:,,e to 
sure of herself and know her job and her develop your own style in the framework 
markets. ·Her advice was, "when present.- that is compatible with the institution you 
ing an idea, express it first as a thought. are in. If that style is so offensive to you, 
Then get more and more emphatic as time then obviously, you are in the wrong place, 
goes on. Once you are proven right once or so don't expect to change that. Once you 
twice, you'll be listened to more seriously become the boss you can set your own 
the ne:...'t time." style." She advised, "one should try to seek 
Judy Hendren Mello is the President out and assess and evaluate excellence in 
of the First Woman's Bank and has been the people around us and try to learn from 
working _in the banking industry for the those people you identify as being above 
past thirteen years. She considered the of-I and beyond the crowd." Her opinion was 
fer to become the President of The First that the ability to make decisions is the 
Woman's Bank, an opportunity to utilize chief criteria to career success. Her sug­
the skills she had acquired, and it certainly gestion was "relax and enjoy yourself. En­
appears she is doing just that in a very joy being a woman and concentrate on the· 
creative. way. She believes: "there are professional requirements. Don't.be apolo­
differences in being a female in a profes- getic about being a woman." :·In the late 
sional field, particularly in a traditionally '60's early '70's you had to be 100% better 
male market. There are prejudices even in than the guy sitting next to you. Now, you 
the minds o"f women." Her advice is that only have to be 25% to 50% better. Be 
one shoµld recognize it, not be over- uncompromising in your objectives, and· 
Charlotte Knabe! believes that most winning. Consider opening a small bus­
women are totally unprepared for their. 
first job and what they will encounter· 
there. Unless you already have,the virtue 
of patience, she suggests that you acquire 
it. ''Try to focus your attention on what you 
can learn on that first job," she suggested. 
"Promotion and title or the quality of your 
workload may not come as fast as you 
might like. You have to learn to judge your 
own work and develop a sense of satisfac­
tion about it. Try to be open-minded and 
receptive to any advice you are given. Try 
not to go into your first job too headstrong. 
Be ready to listen and don't turn a dea:f ear 
to everything you are told. Be ready to con­
form and don't be afraid to lose your 
identity. It probably won't be your job for 
iness, organize consumer groups. Most im­
portantly, be selective." She further of­
fered, "if you find that your job is not offer­
ing you complete satisfaction but its not 
practical for you to leave--do something 
else outside of work that gives you satisfac­
tion. Get involved in other areas that can be 
important to you. Your job doesn't have to 
be your whole world." 
Some final points that came_ up in the 
question and answer segment were part­
icularly significant to me. In regard to 
questions to the panel from older women 
who would be graduating from college and 
have already been working for some time, 
all seemed to be in agreement that execu­
tive search organizations can be·very help­
ful. Judy Hendren Mello offered, "it takes 
research, no one said it was easy. the key 
thing is having a goal, having ambition and 
·to keep goi�g until y°ou get'it. Go after jobs 
over your head, there is no other way 
you 're going to learn." 
In answer to a question about what the 
panel considered the most impo11:ant quaJ­
's!.. ity in getting ahead, Charlotte Knabel 
§. stated-"visibility." "Associate yourself 
':; with a lot of people in your company and in 
·.� _vour field. Get involved, get known. Be 
;:;· active in organizations like ASP A. Make 
1S yourself known to anyone who can help you 
ii get ahead." 
Pres. The First Woman's Bank 
�
i"
,i
life so don't approach it with a "this is it" 
attitude. Use your first job to get an inside 
look at your career field. Tr:v on that first 
job for size and see how it fiti,." 
You may consider contacting the fol-, 
lowing organizations for information: 
Catalyst, 14 E. 60th Street, New York 
City, 759-9700. This national organization 
works to foster the full participation of 
women in corporate and professional life. 
You can find out about a national network 
of career resource centers, and take ad­
vantage of their library which contains 
more than 5,000 catalogued items related 
to women in the labor force. You can also 
purchase Ms. Knabel's book through this 
organization which I believe you will find to 
be a worthwhile investment. 
Those women who are in or are consid­
ering starting their own business may 
want to, contact the American Womens 
Economic Development Corporation 
(A.W.E.D.) at 1270 Avenue of the 
Americas, Room 309, New York City, 397-
0800. 
The entire evening was exciting, pro­
fessional and inspirational. Anna Swain, 
President of A.S.P.A. and the other mem­
bers of the organiz,ation truly offered a val­
uable and enjoyable experience to all those 
that attented-even the men. This was 
A.S.P.A.'s last event for the semester but 
you can � sure that: they'll be back in 
September with more' of the same. Con­
sider joining this creative group and be 
sure to attend their O�n House in the fall. 
You never know how ;ewarding it can be 
until you participate yourself. In fact, I 
stayed up all night after this event and 
finished my resume. ·. , . whelmed_ by it, and deal with it. She sug- have a sense of humor." 
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Florynce Kennedy began by saying 
that she would add a little salt and pepper 
to what had already been said. She did. She 
believes that being worthy, meritorious 
and competent is not always the criteria for 
getting ahead. She suggests that one 
should try to become an expert at some­
thing. She firmly believes that you, 
shouldn't wait to get a job through the 
personal department door. Instead, she 
suggests, .tdo freelance interviews in an 
area you are interested in, write � book, go 
ito politics." "Be strategic" is her advice. 
Ms. Kennedy definitely added spice to the 
evening and kept the audience interested 
and laughing at her, sometimes outrageous 
point of view. She did have sorpe innova­
tive and creative ideas to share. She be­
lieves that women should think•less about 
personal life and romance. "Find·work you 
enjoy. We are made to believe that love and 
romance are most important. That is highly 
exaggerated/ she S?,id. He advice is, "run 
for poltical office and don't worry about 
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Financial Aide: New Controversy Over Awards 
By Fasina K. Baptiste 
Steve Goldberg, a congenial man with 
a ready smile, has been the Director of 
Financial Aid here at Baruch for the 'past 
two years. The Financial Aid offices, locat­
ed on the second floor in the 24th Street 
building, house a staff of eight, including 
six financial aid counselors, one Special 
Programs Coordinator and one Assistant 
Director. In addition to being responsible 
for the efficient operation of the entire 
staff, Mr. Goldberg is responsible for keep­
ing abreast of all federal, state and city 
regulations which concern and affect finan­
cial aid. 
According to Mr. Goldberg, the finan­
cial aid office services 8,000 day session and 
500 evening session students. Of these, 
one-third represent independent students 
(students living aw-ay from home for more 
than one year), and the remaining two­
thirds represent dependent students. Stu­
dents who are enrolled in special programs 
such as SEEK and ASPIRA number ap­
proximately 1,000, while non-SEEK/ 
ASPIRA students fall just slightly below 
that number at roughly· 900. 
Eligibility guidelines governing finan­
cial aid fall under two broad, interdepen­
dent categories: 
(a) Matriculated or non-matriculated stu­
dents who are registered for at least six 
credits; 
(b) Completion of the CUNY Student Aid 
Form (CSAF), Basic Educational Oppor-
tunity Grant (BEOG) and Tuition Assist­
ance Program (TAP) applications. 
With the exception of foreign students 
who are not eligible for any of the Federal 
or State based forms of financial assistance, 
every student who meets the above-men­
tioned criteria will be considered for some 
form of financial aid. These may include.a 
combination of some or all of the following 
types.of assistance: 
-Mayor's Scholarship Grant (a City of New 
York grant) 
-College Work Study Program (CWSP) 
-Supplemental Education Opportunity 
Grant (SEOG-a Federal grant) 
-Bernard M. Baruch grant (BMB) 
-National Direct Student Loan (NDSL-a 
Federal loan) · 
The system used to ascertain the dol­
lar amount of financial aid a student will 
receive is called the University System, 
says Mr. Goldberg. The System as such 
utilizes a Need Analysis Formula which 
SUBTRACTS the student's resources 
(e.g. income, assets) from college cost (e.g. 
tuition, books, supplies) and thereby 
comes up with a dollar figure which repre­
sents the student's financial need. In addi­
tion, the size of the student's family is ta­
ken into consideration. 
CUNY has standardized the dollar 
amount needed by both dependent and in­
dependent students at �.000 and -'6,000 
respectively. What this means is that a de­
pendent student's total financial aid award 
for the academic year will not be more than 
.'3,000, while an independent student will 
not be awarded more than -'6,000 for the 
academic year. 
The above-mentioned Mayor's Schol­
arship Grant has become a highly contro­
versial form of financial aid. Available only 
to students living in "economically under­
priveleged" districts, awards of up to .'50() 
per academic year are made ·to the first 
5,000 applicants throughout the city who 
qualify. The politics and controversy sur­
rounding this grant seem to involve 
CUNY's "right" to maintain sole jurisdic­
tion over the financial aid awards of its 
students. If, for example, a student applies 
for and is awarded a Mayor's Scholarship 
Grant, and that student has already been 
budgeted for the maximum amount for 
which he/she is entitled (according to the 
previously mentioned standardized need 
determination), the CUNY institution in­
volved will return that student's award to 
.the Mayor's Scholarship Office because it 
would be deemed to exceed the prescribed 
budget limitations. 
In these difficult inflationary times 
such a set of standardized financial aid 
guidelines raise some serious questions. 
For example, what if a student's real-life 
financial need substantially exceeds the 
maximum budgeted amount? What alter. 
natives are at the student's disposal which 
will not jeopardize the financial aid award? 
What role can/does the Financial Aid Office 
play in obtaining aid from any other social 
support agencies'! 
Steve Goldberg addressed this last 
question by noting that the Fipancial Aid 
Office will provide documentation concern­
ing financial aid awards for the pusposes of 
food stamps, Medicaid and social services 
upon request by the student to whom the 
award has been made. Such documentation· 
can normally be obtained within one week. 
Once obtained and received by the agenr:y .. 
concerned, the.agency will make an inde­
pendent evaluation of the individual's eligi­
bility for the service requested. 
An option which is available to all stu­
dents who are U.S. citizens or permanent 
residents carrying six or more credits is 
the New York State Higher Education Ser­
vices Corp. loan (NYSHESC). Applica­
tions for this type of loan are available only 
through local banks. A dependent student 
may borrow up to :,2,500 per year, while an 
independent student may borrow up to 
.::-3,000 per year. For new borrowers, this 
loan must be repaid at the rate of 9% in­
terest, commencing six months after the 
student leaves school, according to New 
York State regulations. 
Any student who receives a financial 
aid award has a right to ask the Fi,nancial 
Aid Office for a reconsideration of an award 
which has been made, if the student feels 
that he/she has been inaccurately evalua­
ted. This can be done by way of a· formal 
Appeal. You must remember, however, 
that financial aid awards are made on the 
basis ·of information which YOU supply on 
the CSAF form. 
Baruch Instruetor Being DisD1issed 
By Chris Sangster 
There's little news in the disclosure of 
the seasonal administrative and academic 
revolving door practice at Baruch, or 
within CUNY as a whole. But here, at the 
onset of a new economic (and consequently 
political) tide, the ramifications are severe 
and, inequitibly so. The issue of who goes 
and who stays in so far as faculty and ad­
ministrative staffing has been gingerly ent­
wined with the preservation of the institu­
tion's accreditation. 
To this end countless highly compe-
tent and extremely dedicated professionals 
have been denied the opportunity to serve 
the Baruch community, or suffered the oc­
cupational puppeteering all too common to 
the acade'mic realm '(of being hired in an 
underling capacity, only to be dismissed 
ju·st prior to their consideration for any 
position befitting their teaching acumen). 
Compensatory Education Instructor 
Denise Gordon has been apprised of her 
entrapment in this regard. A former 
CETA Remedial-Reading Assistant (in 
Baruch's Reading/Writing Workshop). In­
structor Gordon has been an integral 
character within the college's academic and 
cultural fiber since her last year of grad­
uate.school. In the four years hence she has 
advanced from helping run the Reading/ 
Writing Lab (in Rm. 326 of 24th St.) to the 
instructional rank from which she is cur­
rently being dismissed. This, after serving 
as faculty advisor to B.S.0. (the Black Stu­
dents Organizatfon, for which whe has 
been twice awarded) and co-ordinating 
Baruch's Black & Hispanic Solidarity Day, 
is her reward. 
Hurt, Yet Pleased 
Her displeasure is commensurate with 
the affront. "But," as she told the REPOR­
TER, "my biggest hurt is that l'll be leav-_ 
ing the students," because "ifit weren't for 
students there'd be no need for teachers.". 
So, she accedes, "pleased about hav­
ing had the opportunity to have worked 
here-to have met so·many students, from 
so many cultures, "--and, with the hope 
that all that she's accomplished and initiat­
ed will be continued. 
Guns in Everyday Society 
By Esmond Scott 
While it may sound alarming, over­
whelming, frightening and strangely call­
ous, 'it is a truth universally acknowled­
ged," that some people's lives are more 
important than others. I am convinced. 
Not only was the life of Archduke Ferd­
inand more important than the lives of the 
men killed between 1939-45, but more re­
cently, the murder of John Lennon and the 
assasination attempt on President Ronald 
Reagan, provide us with startling truths. 
When Mark Chapman allegedly pump­
ed bullets into John Lennon, the world died 
with him. Old Beatie records re-surfaced 
with a ren�wed fervour, souvenirs as­
sumed elaborate prices and there was a 
heart-moving wake in Central Park in re­
membrance of the great songwriter. An 
aggrieved widow, seizing an opportunity, 
used Yoko Ono as a medium to gain some of 
the concentrated public sympathy-to get 
the story of her husband's death to the 
press. She called for tougher gun control 
and an end to senseless killings. On that 
same day that Lennon died, two people 
perished in the Bronx and one in Brooklyn. 
Their deaths were not as important as Len­
non's. The-sparse detailB,,whlch,appearell'in 
the press were garbed in fine print. 
Then most recently, John Hinckley Jr. 
gained public attention when he reputedly 
attempted to assassinate the President. In­
cidentally, a Washington cop, who 
probably has a name, was also shot. The· 
death of Trinidad's Prime Minister Eric 
Williams, was not given attention. One 
mayor, in the tide, called for tougher gun 
control. The perils of black children in At­
lanta; then, 21 hearts that had ceased to 
throb, were stashed away in some obsolete 
corner of the daily newspapers. 
It is a pity that things like these have 
to happen to the Reagans, Lennons and the 
Jones'. However, when they do happen, 
we are made aware that some people die 
more noble deaths and that they are worth 
much more than other people. The events 
serve to inform us of the perspectives. In a 
chat with an assignment editor from one of 
the major networks, I learned that one of :the 
toughest jobs is to choose among the police 
homicides for the best murder to publicize. 
To attract people's attention and to have a 
good news story, one has to have attractive 
murders. Therefore, Jean Harris' murder 
of a socialite in the well-to-<lo area of Scars­
dale would be far more important than the 
murder of some poor;·'ituamoils 'arid \me ' 
lucky soul. 
While it is impossible to mourn the 
death of someone who is virtually un­
known, public outcry should be forth com• 
ing everyday. It is a regular occurence on 
the streets of New York to walk hand in 
hand with tough hoodlums; many of them, 
seasoned recedivists. Therefore, these gun 
crimes which appear shocking when they 
affect the Jones' are crimes which are com­
mon and perennial to peole who are not 
chauffeured. 
While the fever is high and tempers 
are heated, in the world of the aristocrats, 
it is opportune to think of the plague of 
senseless gun crimes which has been with 
us since "Methuselah's childhood." Accord­
ing to the April 4th issue of 'The Econ­
omist', a "conservative estimate" shows 
that there are 55 million privately owned 
handguns in the United States with a 
growing rate of 2 million per year. 2.1� 
million handguns are made in America and 
another 2-31,000 are imported annually. To 
manufacture handguns, legally, all one 
needs is a -'50 licence from the treasury and 
the vetoing of the F.B.I. To sell, a F.B.I. 
check and a .,10 licence is sufficient. 
The amount of handguns in the hands 
of��� pupli\! ��oul,d �!!>Pf ,\\'.3;1Ta11t pgjcj gup 
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state and local statutes that govern the 
carrying of arms are evidently not effective 
enough. Neither are the laws which exist at 
federal levels which "were passed in 1968 in 
response to the shootings of Martin Luther 
King and Robert Kennedy." Mandatory 
minimum prison sentences for possession 
of handguns are in effect in only two of the 
52 states. H:.,·, her laws are definitely 
needed. Hinckiey, who in October 1980 had 
not yet made the headlines, was found with 
three pistols and 30 rounds of ammunition 
on him. His punishment--a ��-50 fine. 
When John Lennon was shot, the · 
President in response to questions of gun 
control spoke about additional "five or fif. 
teen years" to prison sentences arising 
from gun crimes. I had hoped that with 
ill-luck coming his way, he would have 
hammered diferently. Instead, President 
Reagan still stands opposed to gun control. 
He proposes the apprehension of the crimi­
nals. But how justified are we when we 
take the lives of defenceless worms in an 
c ffo1t to catch fish? 
When rigor-mortis sets in, be it a 
promi11ent person or a mere nobody, the. 
unity is death. We the living and the ag, 
grieved should b() united to "take up� · 
against the sea of troubles and by: op�-" 
ing," end the ignorance, hostilify 'an.cl'
sadism. cantinued an page 7 
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B1 DRYAHA ZIEGLER' 
"Time moves on ... and all good 
things eventually must rome to an end." 
But I would like to leave behind the 
thought of ethics, integrity and good will. 
Know .vourself and your limitations. 
On this academia flight, the· rabin is 
filled with challenges and many opportuni­
ties to go off course. Try to take a hold of 
your life and give it some direction. Work· 
with this power and try to make the right 
rhoiC'es and derisions. Take obstarles as a 
breeze shaking the leaves of trees, but not 
destroying its roots. 
The road is not an easy one; rest if you 
must, but please don't quit. The world be­
.vend shines with great expectations, but 
the training ground is right here at Baruch 
College. Anything you may want to en­
counter is here; love, hate, politirs, pre­
judice, etr. There are many things to learn 
besides what is taught in the rlassrooms, 
and observation is the beginning of the in­
ner eye opener. You must use all your sen­
ses, in<1luding the sixth sense and as far.as 
the mind ran travel. 
Mpst of all, try to bridge gaps and 
build unity on campus. When you're feeling 
clown and troubled, the strength of others 
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alone. F·1t by joning together, men and 
women ran move mountains and faith ran 
part waters. 
Words are just oo.e form of communi­
cation, but you can carry them in your 
heart and share them with others. As I 
prepare to leave Baruch, I want to feel that 
I tried to communicate something. I love 
Baruch! I love Baruchians! There have 
been trying days but they are few rom­
pared to the essence of the whole. I pray 
that the rest of you who remain will do your 
best to keep it moving, and �rying to make 
Baruch a place of love, peace, and harmony 
along with knowledge. Even though these 
things also exist, the aura is too thin and 
few are prartiring virtue. Raise that num­
ber . .. 
FAREWELL AND GOD BLESS 
continued from page 6 
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The jingoism which was 'expressed ·at 
the release of the American hostages and at 
the return of the Columbia frorr, the realms 
of the macro-cosm demonstrates a unity 
which we all would like to have as an on­
going and permanent trait. But how cap­
able are we of maintaining this unity? The 
great riboons which stood proudly on ev­
ery law abiding American resident have 
slowly disappeared after only two weeks. 
Maybe we need the death of another Jones 
(God forbid) to bring us back to unity and to 
the reality of senseless killings and prompt 
more stringent gun penalties. 
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The College Placement Council Sur­
vey data are based on offers, not accept­
ances, made to college students in selected 
curricula and graduate programs. Data are 
submitted throughout the year by 184 
placement offices at 161 colleges and uni­
versities throughout the l-"nited States. 
Formal reports are issued in January, 
March, and July. A prelimi..TJarY report is 
published in December and a summer sup­
plement in October. 
The March 1981 CPC Salary Survey is.
based on offers reported between Septem-. 
ber 1, 1980 and March 6, 1981, and is avail­
able only to members and subscnbers of 
the College Placement Council, Bethle-
M�: �1:, __ .·. "-.;,·,· ·.·,· ,.::. ,,-.', · .... , 
l
:.
''• •.• -::!•_,·, .-<,"' 
f (�f.p .. 
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On Friday, May 1, 1981, at 5�30 pm, 
Club New York in association with the 
Black & Hispanic Faculty caucus put on an 
International Talent show, a fund raiser 
for Sickle Cell Foundation. Throughout the 
entire show students of Baruch as well as 
outsiders''performed in singing,' dancing, 
poetry reading, and comedy. 
gories: 
Best Overall Talent: The Shades of Black 
Best Singer: Alexis Alexander 
Best Dancer: The Majesties 
Most Popular:. . Veronica Cres 
j.'dost Entertaining: The band "Fusion" 
Most Zealous:. . . Rodwin S. Wa,tson 
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By Diane De Vito 
A typewritter echoes through the hall-Dirk Campbell, Executive Director of 
the Sickle Cell Foundation of Greater New 
York was present to make some remarks 
on Sickle Cell and thanked everyone for 
coming. After President ofC.N.Y., Ronny 
Simon introduced Vice-President, Darryl 
Minor as the Master_ofCeremonies for the 
evening, the show commenced. 
Consequently, all other performers ways. But the class· rooms· are still. It's a 
who did not win an award deserve a most · quarter-to-three in the morning. Baruch 
honorable mention for their outstanding ef- College is closed; for the night. 
fort; . A starteld security guard calls out, 
It began with singers and flowed 
through with a varity of other perform­
ances. Despite the fact the show was a 
fund-raiser there were still awards given. 
The following awards were of six cate-
Club New York would like to give spe-, "Who's there?"'Again and again he calls 
cial thank& to Ms. Denise Gordon and all out. No reply. As the guard nears a dim 
the many people who worked � very hard , light glows from the marketing club 
to entertain.arid help raise money to J}ght office-the advertising society is working 
against the Sickel Cell Disease. . - late. Again .. P.S. Anyone whohas taken picturestjf. J It is going on 3 a.m., and still they 
the Talent �how, please leave a no� in Club linger. Before the.night ends, the C.OORS 
N:ew York s Box #396, Student Center. BEER camapaign will be completed. They 
must get rest; for the competition is to-
By Fabiola Nadjar rrimpanied. by their sweet and encouraging 
After treating ourselves to some pizza roarh: Mrs. Belden (Member of the Phvsi­
on 5th Avenue, off we went with all our ral Education Department at Baruch· �nd 
tarkle to take the Path train - to New Collegiate Director of Archery in New 
.Jel'sey: We were shocked to see surh an York State). Our, de·ar and indispensable 
i1nperrably clean and comfortable train for Vire Presidenti'Peter Konopka lei:l'uinvith-, 
only :{O cents a ride. Besides. we didn 't feel hh, :{98/450 points and came out first 
at home being so aw,1stomed to the "Big plare-inclividual-from both ('.olleges. the 
Apple's'' filthy subways. other two highest male scores helped total 
Hoboken, New .Jersey. Last stop! UJ? 812; (Kenneth . M,iao's and., Steven Enirvbodv off:the train! Herc we were, D,c;;;s'!!o s). , ,: . . . 
but n'ot·q._;ite. We still hacj a long and tire- If "Baruch's" equipment was as accu-
· ,.ome walk uphi!J-to .get to "Stevens Terh rate as "Stevens 'Terh's'' equip;,,e�t. we· 
Colleg-e". No wonder we didn't shoot that would have even greater sc:ores.at.all tour­
well, we were so exhausted from carrying nament�. Mrs. Belden says: "The bow 
out tackle, besides ourselves. Yet, we we� cloe;:;.n't make the archer." 
ren't disappointed about our results be- We always answer back: "�ut it sure 
rause it was onlv a Fun Shoot. It wasn't an helps." 
Official Tourna�ent, so we didn 't expect to And this is true! 
\\in trophees since there weren't any. But, · We are all looking forward to our next 
rc:>freshments were served before we re" shoot and we will make our best. effort to 
turned. score higher. 
The results of this 450'FETA Shoot 
\\'('!'(': 
9;�8 fol' Steven·Terh. 
812 For Baruch College. 
Rei:n:esenting Banich College were 
the following students: Peter Konopka,· 
Steven Di�ss.o, .Steven '.fa.sker, -Kenneth 
Miao, Tony Huerta and Fabiola Nadjar ac-
On our way back to the ·Path train, we 
admired the unique view of the·New York­
City sky.Jine majestically rising above the 
Hudson river.. It's lights sparkled like 
grai.11s of:,;alt against the velyet:v blue sey. 
P.S. Barurh will be :heisting Lehl)lan Col-
. le)!e on April �9th, 1981 for a Fun Shoo(. 
morrow. 
The culmination of months of work 
was to be put to the test. An oral and writ-
ten presentation of the COORS BEER 
campaign was to be presented. The com­
petition. 'was' stiff: The·;, announce·ment. 
Runner-t\p-Pace University.' P'alms were 
· clammy'. Ffng!:!l")'lails bitten tio the quick. 
First Place-Bernard M. Baruch College. 
Tears of happiness and·relief streamed 
from Carol Anderson's, President of the 
Advertising Society, eyes. For the first 
· time in the history of Baruch College, the 
;;ociety placed first in the regional Ameri­
,.a;, Advertising Federation competition. 
The COORS BEER' campaign was 
launched last November, 'when fifteen ad­
vertising students; led by club president 
Carol Anderson, decided to undertake the 
,challenge of entering. the competition. A 
marketing, media, research, creative and 
sales promotion team was established. The 
Advertising Society was ready to take on 
COORS. 
The research team developed a quest­
ionnaire to determine college students at­
titudes toward and b�ying habits of beer. 
Taste tests were conducted. The data was 
then tabuiated and analyzed, and a profile 
of the COORS consumer was developed. 
The . marketing . team, led by Bob 
.:Schulze, p.eveloped objectives and strate­
gies from the research analyses, and these 
were used as· guidelines for marketing 
COORS. 
continued from ��QJJ@J@[ru� rn:�@��O@(ru�
Next, the creative team, headed by 
page 1 the Society's vice-president, Mark Hart, 
The remaining positions of Communi- \\'here virtuallv all the candidates are run- created print and broadcast ads .based on · B d F lt S d D' · 1· 1. 1·1·1." Ul'lOPJ)o�,;d. Th1·s-, Di·. Georo-ia and 'in-
the marketing strategy. rations oar , acu y- tu ent 1sc1p m- ·"' u- ,.,. Then the media team-took command. ary Committee and the Ticker Association c-umbeht E.S.S.A. represntative Steven Comprised of Nancy Stoll lmd Scott Hyber, 111 total of seven posts) were all attained by Sales st.tess is clue in large part to a general 
the team allo!!llted funds to the media that their unopposed candidates. In fact, Ii of lac-k of participation on the part of evening 
the 23 Unity Party victories were unop- and grad students in student activities. would beSt accomplish the marketing and 
posed candidates: on the U.S.A. ticket.I This vear's election, much like last creative-objectives. 
unopposed contest contributed to their to- vear's had ·onlv one contest; the rare for t  he • Finally, the. sales promotion team
 was 
ta! of 17 victories, despite intensive cam- �ingle ewning session seat on the board of called upon to create incen
tives tht would
paigning by the opposi- cliregtors oft he Bernard M. Bamrh <,:;opege 
induce trial use of COORS. The result was
tion party. Association Inc. Philippe D. Katz and a winning combination. 
On the Evening and Graduate Voting A.S.P.A. President (and driving force) When the COORS campaign began 
Following the day session pattern of · Anna Chamblee Swain vied for the roveted last November, as president of the Society, 
increased voter participation Evening Ses- position to the abbacy of Ms. Swain-she Carol Anderson, put it, "At the start of the 
sion Student government elections also \\'flll. campaign I knew we had a good chance to 
showed an approximately 12r,1- increase in win. But as the time drew nearer and 
it's balloting for E.S.S.A. (Evening Ses- On the graduate ballot there were rw nearer to the .deadline, and the campaign 
sion Student Assembly) members and contests, and as with all other evening ses-. was .not yet complete, I had my doubts. I 
officers. However, the impact of the similar sion offices and Assembly seats, every .thought we would do well, but not win." 
percentage had little signifigance; as Di- candidate was victorious by_default·. 
· 
The,Society is now preparing for the 
rector of Evening and Graduate Student . national competition to be held in Washing-
Services, Dr. Bob Georgia lamented in an · :vls. Swain took the news of her acres- 1pn D.C. on June 6. There are no doubts in 
interview in the REPORTER, some "stu- ,,ion as an opportunity to say .. to Baruch's Carol Anderson's mind now. As she blows 
clents feel the school is perpetrating a farultv, Administration, students and fel- out' the candles on a cake bearing "good 
fra 1,, 'th ( veru·ng and graduate low '. S.P.A. members, thank .vou all for I k d ul · uc WI e n. 
.. 
uc an co
1
ngra� atlo�," sh�, says, s����PtW��iQ_,!1;' .. w�l�,t_li�y l<>?�t}'.b\!,\!9t-�, .. V.'!IJF ,".\�l?,PQlJ,,;m,1tif:nrltf. ge,111eJ1J· ·;, £4\ff,,,. Guess.w�t,IiJI\ gomg,tQ m&l\,1-,.,,,. , . , ., ,, , 
.·;,•_' '·"� .•.•J _·•,.<'• ·�••.• ... 1 ..  ·.t . �(·,•;••'. I .. �, .�.·/·,•'.-,,•.r'·,"" ::•-''?'./ �,.-,"."1';'1'!
°' 
.1:J;J?,",f)'.:.,'L'l 
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I wonder if the wolfman started out this way? 
Roller Skating Dating 
Let's see now, 1 plus 4 is .... Hurry up and snap it, this pose is killing me. 
TJ:ie MOD SQUAD Ouch. you're stepping on my foot. 
The Reporter Page9 
By Dhyana Ziegler 
Say that again 
Is this gonna be on television 
It's a mad mad world 
Fred and Ginge_r eat your heart out 
Bey, you're supposed to be looking at me 
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COL"P.S='. SECTIO� D:.W DATE 
L�T (DAY) 
2073. GH 
2235 K 
2240 D 
2242 J 
227Q: � .c 
3060 CD· 
ART (EVE) 
1011 TR6, 
1012 MW53 
2025 TR53 
2060 TR53 
2070 MW5 
BLS (DAY) 
1000 
1011 
30_10 
BLS (EVE) 
1000 
BPL (DAY) 
5100 
5100 
5100 
5100 
5100 
BPL-·(EVE) 
5l00 
D 
C 
K 
MW5;3 
GH 
J 
K .. 
LN 
PQ 
HW53 
5100 Min 
5100 '.['R43 
5100 TR6A 
5100 TR6B 
5100 TR7.3 
BUS (GRAD)· 
9100 H52 
.9100 �2-
Mon. 6/1 
Tue. 5/26 
Wed. 6/3 
Thur:s, 5/28 
Mon'. 6/1 
Wed. 6/3 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6/1 
Tue. 6/2 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6·/1 
Wed 6/3 
Wedi ·6/3 
Tue� 5/26 .. 
,Mon.· 6/1 
Fri. 5/2,2 
Fri. 5/22 
Fri. 5/22 
Fri. 5.22 
'" Fri. 5/22 
Thurs. 5/21 
Thurs.' 5/21 
Tue·. 5/26 
Tue. 5/26 
Tue_. 5/26 
Tue. 5/26 
. Hon. 6/1 
Tue. 5/26 
� SECTION DAY DATE 
ACC (DAY) 
1101. BZ Mon. 6/1 
1101 L Mon. 6/1 
1102 D Wed. 5/27 
We_d; 6/3 
1103 C . ·Tue._- . 5/26 
1103 ·E Tue. 5/26 
1103 · G Tue. 5/26 
1103 GH Tue. 5/26 
1103 LN . Tue 5/26 
110.3 PH Tue. 5/26 
2303 p Wed. 6/3 
2310 BC Thurs. 5/28 
2310 DE Thurs� 5/28 
2310 LN Thurs·. "5iza. 
2310 PQ Thurs: 5/28 
3304 K'. Wed. 6/3 
3311 CD Thurs. 5/28 
3311 EF Thurs·. 5/28 
3311 EFl Thurs. 5/28 
4305 EF Wed. 5/27 
4306 PL Tue. 5/26 
4330· LN Tue. 6/2 
4346 DE Fri. 5/22 
4346 EF Fri. 5/22 
4362 p Tue. 5/26 
4365 J Thurs. 5/28 
ACC {EVE) 
1101 R6 Non. 6/1 
1102 W5 l�ed. 5/27 
Wed. 6/3 
1103 �fH53 ,Tue. 5/26 
1103 MW7 Tue. 5/26 
1103 TI:6 Tue. 5/26· 
1103 TW73 Tue. 5/26 
2303 W5 Wed. 6/3 
2310 }IT,53 Wed. 5/27 
2310. �nn Wed. 5/27 
3304 T53 Wed. 6/3 
3311 W53 We'd. 5/27 
'II:·IE 
'3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m; 
8:,0Q a.1m • . 
8:00 a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 ·p.m. 
6:15· p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00- a.m. 
6:15 p·.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
·10:30 a.m; 
10,:-30, a •. m. 
10:30 a.m·. 
10:30 a.m •. 
6:15•p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
·6:15 . p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
� 
10: 30 a.m •. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 -a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.-
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
'10:30 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30i.p,11!, 
:3:30 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. · 
10:30 a.m. 
1:QO·p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6: 15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
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COUR_SE SECTION� 
BUS (GRAD) 
9100 
9iOO 
9100 
9200 
9200 
9200 
CHI (DAY) 
1001 
1002 
3001 
3002 
4999 
•CPM (GRAD) 
9000 
9000· 
9000 
9000 
9000 
9000 
9000 
9000 
ECO- (DAY) 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1002 
, 1002 
1002 
3200 
3200 
�8 
W52 
W8 
MS2 
�8 
Ri2 
C 
D 
E 
G 
LN. 
MW4 
M68 
R24 
R68 
TR43 
T57 
T68 
W68 
CZ 
DZ 
LD 
PQ 
FZ 
G-Z 
K 
K 
PQ 
3310 K 
3320 EF. 
3501 P .
3250 DE, 
4000, BC 
4000 DE 
Tue. 
Tue. 
Mon. 
Tue. 
Tue. 
Tue. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
. Mon, 
Mon.· 
Tue, 
Wed. 
Mon. 
Thurs. 
Thurs. 
Tue. 
Tue, 
Tue. 
·Tue. 
Tue. 
Tue, 
Tue. 
Thurs. 
T_hurs. 
-Thurs. 
Tue. 
Tue. 
Thurs. 
Tue • 
Mon. 
Thurs. 
Wed. 
Mon, 
Wed. 
COURSE SECTION DAY 
ACC (EVE) 
3311 W73 Wed. 
4305 W7 Wed. 
4306 T53 Tue. 
4330 MW53 Mon. 
.4346 IB-153 Mon. 
4362 MW7 Tue. 
4362 TR53 Tue. 
4365 MW53 Mon. 
5323 MW53 Mo)l. 
.5323 M\.f7 Mon •. 
5324 MW? Mon. 
ACC {GRAD) 
9100 T53 Tue. 
9804 TR73 Thurs. 
9805 MW53. Mon. 
9806 W63 Wed. 
9807 M53 Mon. 
9811 TR53 Tue_. 
9815 R71 Thurs. 
9821 MW53 Mon. 
9846 T57 Tue. 
ADV (DAY) 
3100 AC Fri. 
3100 BC Fri. 
3100 J Fri. 
3100 K Fri. 
3100 MW4 Wed. 
3110 K Tue. 
3130 J Thurs. 
3141 DF Fri. 
3170 DE · Wed. 
4120 AB Wed. 
4180 BC Mon. 
5150 LN Tue. 
ADV (EVE) 
3100 M6 Wed. 
3100 '1'6 Wed. 
DATE TIME 
�/26 6:15 p.m. 
5/26 6:15 p.m. 
6/1 8:30 p.m. 
5/26 8:30 p.m. 
5/26 8:,30 p.m. 
5/26 8:30 p.m. 
'6/1 8:00 a.m. 
6/3 8:00 a m. 
6/1 1:00 p.m, 
6/1 3:30 p.til. 
6/2 1:00 p.m. 
6/3 6:15 p·.m. 
6/i 8:30 '.P•m• 
5/21. l:C·J p.m. 
5/28 6:15 p.m. 
.6/2 6:15 p.m. 
6/2 6:15 p.m. 
6/2 6:15 p_.m. 
6/2 6:15 p.m. 
5/26 1:00 p.ni. 
· 5/26 1:00 p.m. 
6/2 1:-00 p.m. 
5/21 1:-00 p.m. 
5/28 3:30 p.m. 
5/28 3:30 p.m. 
5/26 8:00 a.m. 
5/26 8:00 a.m. 
5/21 1:00 p.m. 
5/26 ... 8:00 a·.m. 
· 6/1 1:00 p.m. 
5/21. 1:00 p.m. 
6/3 8:00 a.m.-
6/1 8:00 a.m. 
6/3 8:00.a.m. 
DATE . TIME 
5/27 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 8:30 p.m. 
5/26 6:°15 p.m. 
6/1 6:15 p:m.-
6/1 6:15 p.m '. 
5/26 8:30 p.m •. 
5/26 8:30 p.m. · 
6/1 6:15' P•!'l• 
6/1 8:30 p.m. 
6/1 8:30 p.m. 
6/1 8:30 p.m. 
5/26 8:30 p.m. 
5/28 8:30 p.m. 
6/1 6:15 p.m. 
6/3 6:15 p.m. 
6/1 6:15 p.m. 
6/2 6:15 p.m. 
6/3 8:30 p.m. 
6/1 6:15 p.m. 
6/2 8:30 p.m. 
5/22 10:30 a ,m. 
5/22 10:30 a.m. 
5/22 10:30 a._m. 
5/22 10:30 a.m. 
6/3 6:15 a.m. 
5/26 8:00 a.m. 
5/28 8:00 a.m. 
5/29 1:00 p.m. 
6/3 8:C·J a.m. 
5/27 8:00 a.m. 
6/1 8:00 a.m. 
6/2 1:00 p.m. 
6/3 6:15 p.m. 
6/3 6:15 p.m. 
May.2(), 1981 
CO�SE SECTION DAY DATE. �
ECO· (DAY) 
4000 · GH Mon. 6/1 3:-30.p.m. 
4100 'EF Mon. 6/1 1:00 p.m� 
4201 DE Wed. 6/3 8:-00,a.m. 
ECO ·(EVE) 
1001 MW63 Mon:. -6/1 6:15 p.m. 
· 1001 TR43 Thurs. .5/28 6:15 p.1:1. 
1001 T73 Thurs. 5/28 l!:30 p.m. 
1002' M73 Mon. 6/1 8:30 p.m. 
1002 TR73 Thurs. 5/28 8:30 p;m. 
3200 MW53 Mon, 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
3250· · MW8 Mon. 6/1 8:30 p.m. 
3310 TR73 Thurs, 5/28 8:30 p.m. 
4000 MW6 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
4201 TR6 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m. 
ECO {GRAD) 
9700 M6 Mon. 6/i 6:15 p.m • 
9704 MW53 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
9704 MW8 Mon. 
9704 TR6 Tue. 
9704 TR8 Thurs. 
9723 MB Mon, 
9723 W6 Wed, 
9724 M6 Mon. 
9741 T6 Tue. 
9750 MB Mon, 
9766 R1 Thurs. 
99.001. T8 Tue, 
99002 TB Tue, 
� (DAY) 
1006 AB Wed. 
1096 J Thurs. 
1101 LN Tue. 
3002 DE Wed. .. 
5011 · EFG Mon. 
501.5 EFG Mon. 
6/1 
-6/2 
�/28. 
6/1 
6/3 
6/1 . 6/2 
6/1 
5/21' 
6/2 
6/2 
5/27 
5/28 
6/2 · 
6/3 
6/1 .. 
6(1. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:i5 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.1:1. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 P•l11• 
8:00 a.m. · 
1:00 p.m. 
l:qo p.m. 
� S·ECTION 'DAY DATE �
ADV (EVE) 
3170 MW53 Mon. 6/1 '6:15 p.lli. 
4120 TR6 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m. 
ADV (GRAD) 
9701 W6 'Wed; 6/3 8:30 p.m. 
9·720 M6 Mon. 6/i 6:15 p·.m. 
9728 T6 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m. 
.9729. TB Tue •. 5/26 6':15 p.m. 
ANT (DAY) 
1001 EF Mon. 6/1 1:00 p.Iµ., 
1001 KC Tue. 5/26 8:00 a.m. 
1001 LD Tue. 6/4 1 :00 p.m. 
ANT (EVE) 
1001 TR73 Thurs. ·6/3· 8:30 p.m. 
3060 TR6 Tue, 6/2 6:15 p.m. 
ART (DAY) 
1011 AB Wed. ·5/21 8:00 a.m. 
1011 EF Mon. . 6/1 1:00 p.m. 
1011 GH · Mon. 6/1 3:30 p.m. 
1011 p Thurs. 5/21 ·1:00 p.m •. 
1012 BC Mon. 6/1 8:00 a.m. 
1012 GH Mqn. 6/1 3:30 p.m. 
1012 J · Thurs. 5/28 8:00 a.m. 
1020 CD Wed. 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
1020 EF Mon. 6/1· 1:00 p.m. 
1021 AB Wed. 5/27 8:00 a.m. 
1021 CD Wed. 6/3 8-:00 a.m. 
1021 · PQ Thurs. 5/28 1:00 p.m. 
1030 AB Wed. 5/27 '8:00 a.m. 
2030 CD Wed •. 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
2030 KL Tue. 6/2 1:00 p.m. 
2050 LF Fri. 5/29 1:00 p.c. 
2056 KL Tue. 6/2 1:00 p.m. 
. 2060 AB Wed. 5/27 8:00 a.m •. 
2070 CH Mon. 6/1 3:30 p.m. 
2071 EF Mon. 6/1 1:00. p.m. 
2073 EF Mon. 6/1 1:00. p.m. 
I 
Ma., 211, 19_81 
� � DAY UATE 
EDU (GRAD) 
9001 \.14 Wed. 6/3 
9090 W6 Wed. 5/27 
9122 W6 Wed. 6/3 
9517 W6 . Wed. 6/3 
9533 RS Thurs. 5/28 
9814 T4 Tue. 6/2 
FIN (DAY) 
2600 DZ Wed. 6/3 
2600 EZ Wed. 6/3 
3610 BC Mon. 6/1 
3610 DE Wed. 6/3 
3610 EF Mon. 6/1 
3610 PQ Thurs. 5/21 
3710 J Thurs. 5 / 2 8  
3710 K Tue. 5/26 
3710 PQ Thurs. 5/21 
3810 GR Mon. 6/1 
3820 FG Mon. 6/1 
4610 DE Wed. 6/3 
4610 LN Tue. 6/2 
4710 AB Wed. 5/27 
4710 BC Mon. 6/1 
4910 K Tue. 5/26 
FIN (EVE) 
2600 M6 Tue. 5/26-
3610 MW53 Mon. 6/1 
3610 H\.17 Mon. 6/1 
· 3610 TR6 Tue. 6/2 
3710 MW53 Mon: 6/1 
3710 MW7 Mon. 6/1 
4610 TR6 Tue. 6/2 
4710 TR6 Tue. 6/2 
4920 TR6 Tue. 6/2 
FIN (GRAD) 
9753. T6 Tue. 6/2 
9770 M2 Mon. 6/1 
� �� � 
HIS (DAY) 
1002 J Thurs. 5/28 
1002 K Thurs. 5/28 
1003 D Wed. 6/3 
1004 J Thurs. 5/28 
1004 LN Tue. 6/2 
1005 LD .Thvr.s SIU 
11,vrs r-121o· 1005 PF 
SIU. 2052 K Thvr.S 
HIS (EVE) 
1003 TR6 Thurs. 5/21 
1003 TR73 Thurs. 5/21 
1005 MW83 Mon. 6/1 
1005 TR6 Tue. 6/2 
2031 MW7 Mon. 6/1 
2044 TR73 Tue. 6/2 
HSP (DAY) 
3000 B Wed. 5/27 
HSP (EVE) 
3003 MW7 Mon. 6/1 
IBS (GRAD) 
9760 M6 Wed. 6/3 
9760 R6 Wed. 6/3 
9769 W6 Wed. 6/3 
ILR (GRAD) 
9703 TB Tue. 6/2 
rnK (DAY) 
3400 CE Tue. 6/2 
3400 DE Tue. 6/2 
3400 GH Tue. 6/2 
3400 K Tue. 6/2 
3400 RS Tue. 6/2 
34:LO p Thurs. 5/21 
e '·" 1 ,.,: : .l .1.\\.. �no:"� ''1'°'.!l 
Tl�IE 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m., 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
9:15 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:-00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 .p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m� 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.J 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:l.5 p.m. 
6:l.S p.ni.. 
3·:30 p.m. 
TIME 
8:00 a.111. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 �.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1.:00. p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15· p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:30 P•Jll• 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 <1-.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
The Reporter 
COURSE SECTION DAY DATE 
FIN (GRAD) 
mo 
9770 
9770 
9770 
9770 
9781 
9781 
9783 
9783 
9784 
9785 
9786 
9788 
9791 
9792 
9797 
. 9798 
99001 
99002 
99011 
99012 
99021 
99022 
99041 
99042 
FRE (DAY) 
1001 
1001 
1002 
1002 
1002. 
3001 
3002 
3050 
4000 
FRE (EVE) 
1001 
M6 
R6 
TS 
W6 
wa 
T6 
W6 
RS 
TS 
M6 
RS 
T6 
TS 
M6 
MS 
M6 
W6 
TS 
TS 
W8 
wa 
RS 
RS 
TS 
TS 
BBBC 
EFEE 
C 
E·F 
KL 
JI< 
JK 
JY. 
E 
TR53 
Mon. 6/1 
Thurs. 5/28 
Tue. 6/2 
Wed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
Tue. 6/2 
Wed. 6/3 
Thurs. 5/28. 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6/1 
Thurs. 5/28 
Tue. 6/2 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6/1 
Mon. 6/1 
Mon. 6/1 
Wed. 6/3 
Tue. 6/2 
Tue. 6/2 
Wed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
Thurs. 5/28 
Thurs. 5/28 
Tue. 6/2 
Tue. 6/2 
Wed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
Mon. 6/1 
Mon. 6/1 
Tue. 6/2 
Thurs. 5/28 
Thurs. 5/28 
Thurs. 5/28 
Mon. 6/1 
Tu�. 6/2 
COURSE �DAY DATE 
IMK (DAY). 
·4�05 
4435 
4460 
IMK (EVE) 
3400 
. 3400 
3410 
4400 
4406 
IMK (GRAD) 
9763 
9766 
9771 
INS (_DAY) 
2300 
2310 
INS. (EVE) 
2330 
2340 
ITL (DA'Y) 
1001 
1001 
1001 
1002 
1002 
2072 
3001 
3002 
3050 
3051 
ITL (EVE) 
1002 
LN 
GH 
TR4 
MW8 
W68 
TR6 
MW6 
TR73 
wa 
T6 
MS· 
LN 
K 
T68 
R68 
BCCC 
JK 
KL 
C 
EEFE 
F 
D 
D 
D 
r 
TR73 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6/1 
Thurs. 5/28 
Wed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
Tue. 6/2 
·Mon. 6/1 
Thurs. 5/28 
Wed. 6/3 
Tue. 6/2 
Mon. 6/1 
Tue. 6/2 
Tue. 5/26 
Tue. 6/2 
Thurs. 5/28 
Mon. 6/1 
Thurs. 5/28 
Thurs. 5/28 
Mon. 6/1 
Mon. 6/1 
Mon. 6/1 
Wed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
W.ed. 6/3 
Wed. 6/3 
Thurs. 5/28 
t: �o.:: I .:'i 'I [l!c) � ?st.,; Jl' 
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TIME COURSE SECTION DAY DATE �
FRE (EVE) 
6:15 p.m. 1002 MW7 Mon. 6/1 8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 1002 TR7 Thurs. 5/28 8:30 p.m. 
a:: 'J p.m. 3001 MW53 Mon. 6/1 6:,15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 3002 MW53 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m:. -- 3050- MW53 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. GER (DAY) 
8:30 p.m •. 1001 BC Mon.· 6/1 8:00 a.m. 
8:30 _p.m •. 1002 EF Mon._-' 6/1 J.:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30_p.m. GER (EVE) 
6:L5 p.m. · 1002 MW5 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. HEB (DAY) 
8:30 p.m. 1001 EEF Mon. 6/1 1:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 1002 EF Mon. 6/1 1:00 p.m, 
6:15 p.m. 3001 DDCD Wed. 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 3002 DDCD Wed. 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 4304 D Wed. 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30·p.m. HEB• (EVE) 
8:30 p.m. 1002 TR73 Thurs. 5/28 8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. HED (DAY) 
8:30 p.m. 1810 CD Wed. 6/3 1:00 p.m. 
· 1810 EF Wed. 6/3 1:00 p.m. 
1911'· LN Tue. 6/2 1:00 p·.m. 
3:30 p.m. 1914 LN Thurs. 5/28 1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 1914 PQ Thurs. _5/28 1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 1915 DE Tue. 6/2 3:;30 p.m. 
1-:00 p.m. 1915· EF Tue. 6/2 3·:30 p.m� 
1:00 p.m. 1915 K Tue. 6/2 3:30 p.ui. 
8:00 a.m. 19i7 EF Mon •. 6/l, l.:00 p.in. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. HED (EVE) 
1:00 p.m. l.81.0 R53 Thu_rs. 5/28 6:1S p.m. 
191.5 M68 Mon. 6/l. 6:15 p_�m. 
1917 T68 Tue. 6/2 8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 2920 W4 Wed. 6/3 6:15 p.m. 
TIME � SECTION DAY DATE � 
LAW (DAY) 
1:00 p.111. 1011 EF Mon. 6/1 1:00 p.111. 
5/26 8:00 a.m 3:30 p.m. 1011 K Tue. 
6:!5 a.m. 1012 JA Thurs. 5/28 8;00 a.m 
1020 AB Wed. ._5/27 8:00 a.m. 
Tue. 6/2 10:30 a.in. · 1101 
Fri. 5/29 10:30 a .  m. 8:30 p.m. 3102 
8:30 p.m • -3103 Tue. 6/2 8:00 a.m. 
6:15_p.m. 3104 Tue,. .5/26 8:00 a.m 
·ir:OO a.m 6:15 p.m:. 3105 CD � .. :Wed., .6/3 
'8:30 p.m •.. 3107 ·- ··B·· ,;·wed. 5/27- 8:00 a.m 
LAW (EVE) 
8:30 p.m. 1011 TR6 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m 
6:15 p.m. 1101 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m 
8:'30 p.m. 3102 Thurs. 5/28 6:15 p.m 
31.03 W6 Wed. 6/3 8:30 p
·.m 
3104 MW53 Mon. 6/1 6:15 p.m 
1:00 p.m. 3202 TR6 Tue. 6/2 6:15 p.m 
8:00 a.m. 
LAW (GRAD) 
9100 T6 Tue •. 6/2 6:15 p.m 
9702 W6 Wed. 6/3 8:30 p.m 8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 9760 W6- Wed·. 6/3 8:30 p.m 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m .• 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
·8:00a.m., 
8:30 p.m. l 
••• � -i . l·�,, �c..'1 ,,.. L;:-� (. 
0�".1...l ; ·"'·U: ci.t \-,.� .. :;J'£•"r! i:""(·J: 1:..€.t 
t'Jr. 
Pue12 
··". 
!JI 
--
COURSE . SECTION 
LIB (DAY) 
1015 LN 
1016 A 
1016 B . 
1016 C 
1016 � D, ·\{ 
1016 F-' ·,. \t 
1016· i. J, '· ,;:· 
1016 .. 
LIB (EVE) 
1016 . TR6 
LTG (DAY) 
1218 E 
1240 GH 
1242 D 
1320 AB·· 
1321 K 
1522 F 
1523 D 
-1.523 LN 
1639, C 
3020 BC 
LTG (EVE) 
1320 TR6 
1522 MW53 
1523· MW7.d.. ·-a
HCR (DAY) 
3600 AC 
: 3'600' BC.c 
· 31i0C
f 
·EF ,: 
3600 EF2 
3600 Gil 
3600 K 
3600 LN 
3600 V 
3605 BC 
3605 DF 
3605 EF 
3605 LN 
COURSE .SECTION 
MGT (GRAD) 
9739 T54 
9747 W6 
9747 · W6A 
9748 M52 
9748 T2 
9748 W52A 
9748 W52B 
9748 W8. 
9749 RB 
9751 M6 
9752 R6 
9753 M8 
9754 T-6 
9754 Wl3 
99002 . · M6 
99002 RB 
99002 . w3 
MKT (DAY) 
·2000 �
2000 BC 
2000 DE'. 
2000 DE2. 
.•' 2000 J;)F 
2000 EF ', 
2000 J 
2000. K 
2000 LN, 
2000 LN2 
2000· MW4 
2000 PQ. 
2000 PV, 
200
·
0 V i 
3500 GH_: 
3500,. PV 
3510 EF' 
3530' AC! 
35,30 DE, 
3530 K 
., .. �530- • .. F '_, 
3550 AC 
' ��--: 
PAY DAl'.f- TIME 
TUE 6/2 1:00 p:m. 
TUE 6/2 8:09 li,m. 
TUE 6/2 8:00 a .• m. 
TUE 6/2 ·8: 00 a.m • 
TUE . '5!26 .'8:00 a.m: 
. ,TUE 5/26 8:00.a.m, 
TUE·· 5/26 8:00, -a.m •. · 
TUE 5/26 8:00 a.m. 
Tii�'fflrili>rle� 
COURSE SECTION - .DAY --.-- -. ----
MCR (DAY) 
3605 ·MW4 
3605 V 
4600 V 
4650 EF 
MGR (EVE) 
-3600 Ml{53 
3600 T5_3 
WEI:) 
THR 
'THR 
MON 
TUE· 
TUE 
DATE 
6/3 
5/28 
5/28 
6/1 
6/2 
6/2 
3605 MW53 WED · · 6/3 
TUE '6/2 6:15 p.m, 
MON 6/1 l:· 00 p.m. 
MON . 6/1 3:30 p.m., 
WED 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
WED 5/27 8·: 00 a.m, 
TUE 5/26 8:00 a.m. 
MON . 6/1 1:00 p.m. 
WED 6/3 8: 00 a.m. 
TUE 6/2 1:00 p.m. 
MON 6/1 8:·oo a.m., 
MON 6/1 8: 00 a.m·. 
-TUE 6/2 6:15 p,m, 
MON 6/1 6:15 p,m. 
MON 6/1 8, }P .. P·J!l· 
FRI , 5/22 >, 8;00 a,m, 
FRI 5/22 ··a:oo a ..,m, - .
FRI 5/22 8·: 00 a.Ill,.-
FRI 5/22 8:.00 a,m. 
FRI 5/22 8:00 a.m. 
FRI 5/22 8:00 a.m. 
FRI 5/22 8:00 a.m. 
FRI 5/22 8: 00 a.m. 
THR 5/28 i·: 00 p .m. 
THR 5/28 1: 00 p.m. 
THR 5/28 1:00 p.m •• 
THR 5/28 1:00 p.m. 
·i 
3605 MW6 
3605 TR6 
MGT (DAY) 
2120 BC 
2120 _' DE. 
2120 EF-
2120 J 
2120 J2 
2120 J3 
2120 K 
2120 K2 
2120 K3 
2120 LNl 
:2120 ·tN2 
2120 LN3 
2120 PQ 
'2121 EF 
2121 PQ 
3211 AJ3 
32],l BC 
3211 EF 
,. 32].;1 K .. , 
3211 PQ 
'3212 BC 
32l2 DE 
32l2 LN 
3 213 DE 
434l y 
4341 PQ 
4342 EF 
4342 PQ 
WED 
WED 
, FRI 
ER-I 
FRI 
FRI 
F�I 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
FRI 
TUE 
TUE 
WED. 
WED 
WED 
,.,,, WED 
WED 
THR 
THR 
THR 
FRI 
WEt;, 
WEJ'l 
·FRI 
FRI 
DAY DATE THIE COURSE SECTION DAY 
MKT (DAY) 
TUE 6/2 6:15 p.m. ,4710 LN TUE 
WED 6/3 8:30 p.m, 5550 AC FRI . 
WED 6/3 8:30 p.m. 5550 pq· FRI 
J,TED 5/27 8:30 p.m. 
WED 5/27 8: 30 p.m. , MKT (EVE) 
WED 5/27 8:30 p.m. 2000 MW7 MON 
WED 5/27 8:30 p.m. : 2000 M53 MON 
WED 5/27 8:30 p.m. 2000 TR53 MON 
THR 5/28 8:30 ,p.m. ! 3500 W68 WED 
,MON 6/1 6: 15 p:m. I 3530 TR6 TUE 
THR 5/28 6:15 p.m. ' 3550 M53 MON 
MON 6/1 8:30 p.m. 5550 M68 MON 
.THR: .si28 6:15. p.m. 
.'lffiR' :s,;-zs- 6:15 p.m.· ; MKT (GRAD) 
THR '5/28 6:15 p.m. 1 9702 R.53 THR 
TiiR 5/28 6:15 p.m • .; 9702 W7 MON 
TilR 5/28 6:15.p.m. 9703 M52 TUE 
·! 9703 M6 TUE 
97'03 R52 TUE 
WED 5/27 10:30 a.m. ' 9703 T52 TUE 
WED 5/27 10:30_ a.m·. 9703 T52B · TUE 
WED 5/27 10:30 a.in; 9703 W52 TUE 
WED 5/27 io:30 a._m. 9711 TB TUE 
WED 5/27 10:30 a •. m,.. 1 97,14 W6 WED 
WED 5/27 io:36 a.m. 9715 M54 , MON 
WED 5/27 10:30 a.m. 9716 M4 MON 
WED 5/27 10:30 a.m. 9716 T7 TUE 
WED 5/27 10:30 a.m. I 9717 T6 TUE 
. WED 5/27 ,10:30 a.-m, 9751 M54 MON 
MON 6/1 8:30 a.m, I 9751 M54B MON 
WED 5/27 .10:30 a.m. 9753 W6 WED 
• WED' 5/'27 10:30 a.)ll. 9756 R52 'THR 
WED · 5/27 10:30 a.m. 99011 R6 THR 
THR 5/28 8:00 a.m. 99011 T6 TUE 
THR 5/28 8:00 a.m. 99012 R6 THR 
MON 6/1 1:00 p.m, 99012 T6 TUE 
THR 5/21 1:00 p.m. 
· THR 5/21 1:00 p.m. MSC (DAY) 
THR 5/21 1:00 p.m, 1001 A Tl!R 
· THR _5/21 ,�r.'-:'•!1-:00 p.m. 1001 THR 
THR 5/21 10:30 a·.m. 1001 
Tl!·�' fl!,·. �--.9·:?,o,. a,-:,�·, r,.J..,q�J- .. 
6/3 
6/3 
5/29 
5/29 · 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/29 
5/20 
5/29 
5/26 
5/26 
.6/3 
6/3 
,6/3 
6/,_3 
6/3 
.\i/21 
5/2l 
5/2l 
5/22 
5/27 
5/27 
5/29 
5 ·;29 
DATE 
6/2 
5/29 
5/29 
6/1 
6/1 
6/1 
.5/27 
6/2 
6/1 
6/1 
5/28 
6/1 
6/2 
6/2 
6/2 
6/2 
5/26 
6/2 
6/2 
_f)/3 
6/1 
6/1 
6/2 
6/2 
6/1 
6/1 
6/3 
5/28 
5/28 
6/2 
5/28 
5/28 
TIME COURSE SECTION . .DAY DATE 
6;15 a.m, 
1:00 p.m, . 
3;· 30 .,.m. 
i:00 p,m. 
9:0Q p.m, 
9;00 p.m, · 
6:1s p.m. 
6:15_p.m. 
6_:15 p,m, 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30, a.m. 
10:30 �.m. 
,10:30 a.m. 
10:3Q a.m. 
10:30 a:m. 
·10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:_30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
3:30 p•.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3':30 p.m. 
3:3-0_ p_.m. 
3 :30 p.m. 
3 :30 p.m. 
:;l:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
l:00 p.m. 
l:00 P·"-· 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
TIME 
1:00 p.m. 
8;00 a.-qi, 
8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m.·' 
8·:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6.:15 p."m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m •. 
6:15 p,m, 
6:15 p.m.' 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.th. 
6:15 p.m: 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m', 
.6:15 p.�. 
6:15· .p.m. 
8:30 p.m •. 
8:30 p.jn. 
6:15 p.:-1. 
6:15 p.,m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m._ 
6-:15 p.m., 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m, 
6:1: p,m. 
6:15· p.m, 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00. p,.m,.t_ 
1:00 p.m.' 
·!!QI (D!,Y) 
4344 EF 
4346 DE 
4349 K 
4351 K 
4352. PQ 
435.3, EF 
4354 GH 
436:5· LN 
4366 . AB 
5411 i.N
. 
5411 . PQ 
5412 EF 
.MGT (BVE) 
2120 MW7 
2121 MW53 
3211. MW53 
• 3?11 MW7 
3211 TR43 
3211 TR6· 
3212 MW53 
· 3212 MW7 
3213 MW53 
3213 . TR6 
� 4341 MW7 
4342 MW83 
4344 MW53 
, 4346. MW53 
4351 TR6, 
4352 TR73 
4353 MW83 
4366 MW8� 
5411 MW7 
MGT (GRAD). 
9731 R6 
973l RB 
973l T2 
9731 T6 
973l TS 
9732 M4 
9736 M6 
CO�E �
MSC (DAY) 
.1001 E 
1001 F 
1001 JA 
1001 KL 
1001 LD 
1001 LF 
1005 A 
1005 B 
1005 C 
1005 D 
1005 E 
1005 F 
1005 GH 
1005 J 
1005 K 
1005 LF 
1005 LN 
1005 p 
2090 E 
2090 LD 
MSC (EVE) 
1001 .:·MS 
1001 M7 
MTR (DAY). 
0001 
0002 
0003 
000.4 
2000 
2011 · 
210D 
3010 
3020 
-3300 
3400 
3410 
-4010 
4100 
t/ 98.,J;.:'1:· ', }312-. 
MON 6/1 
WED 6/3 
TUE 5/26 
TUE 5/26 .
THR 5/21 
, MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
TUE '6/2 
WED ·. 5/27-· 
FRI 5/22 
FRI 5/22 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
THR 5/28 
TH� 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
!!ON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
.TUE 6/2 
THR 5/28 
-MON 6/1, 
l10N 6/1 
MON 6/1 
THR 5/21
THR 5/2l 
THR 5/2l 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21. 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
DAY DATE 
'.DIR' 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
·WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
_WED 5/27 
WED 5./27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 • .. 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 
FRI 5/22 
FRI 5/22 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR · 5/21 
;THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
tTHR 5/21 
!THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
TUE 5/2.6 · 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
TUE - 5/2:6 
4-
•. FRJ; . 5./2l .. 
May�.-��81 
TIME. 
1;00 p.m. 
8:00 a.Di. 
8;00 .,hm. 
8:00 a.m·. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00_p.m. 
3:30 .p.m •. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00. a.m • 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m • 
1:00 p.t:1. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.in. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. · 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m .• 
6:I.5 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:'30 P,.m. 
8/30 p.m. 
8:30 .. p.ni. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m·. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:l§ p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
TU� 
1:00 p.m. 
1:0Q p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
).:bO p.:n. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00. p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.in. 
1:00 P•\D• 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
10:30 a.·m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. ; 
_ 1:00 p�m. / 
3:30 p.m •. 
1:00 p;m, !
3:30 p;m. i
1;:00 pJm. / 
J;:00 p�m.1 
l:00 p.m.l 
1:00 p.m.! 
Jl:OO p.m. 
�:30 p.m.' 
lQ:30 p.m. 
· f3·? .a��· . .,i,, 
Ma,20, 1981 
!-!TH (EVE) 
0001 
0002 
0003
0004 
2000 
2010 
2011 
2100 
3400 
3410 
MTH (GRAD) 
8001 
8100 
. 9103 
PED (DAY) 
2313 CD 
2313 1.N ._,· 
2320 .EFGH ·'.· 
2323 PQPH 
2705 GH" 
2705 K 
2705 LN
3790 EF 
PHI (DAY) 
1000 'p 
PHI (EVE) 
!000 MW83 
1010 MW53 
POL
. 
(DAY) 
1101 E 
1101 L
2220 J 
2240 P 
2260 LN 
231.2 F 
2321 G 
RET (DAY) 
3900 BC 
.3900 GJ 
3900 J 
3900 LN 
3910 BC 
3910 K 
4900 K . 
4910 . EF
4950 PV 
RET (EVE) 
3900 TR53 
3900 T68 
3910 · ·MW63
: 4900 ,;:_.·.·:TltJs 
. soc· ·cDAY) .. 
·1005 DE2 
1005 LEF 
3040 BC 
SOC (EVE) 
1005 MW83 
1005 TR73 
·3040 MW7 
SPA (DAY) 
1001 ABl 
1001 AB2 
· 1001 CD 
1001 FFEF 
1001 GR 
1002 AB 
1002 CBCC 
1002 <;:DCC 
1002 EF 
1002 EF2 
1002 GR 
2005 DDED 
3001 D 
3001 F 
3002 
THR 5/21 
THR. 5i21 
THR 5/21 
·-THR· .5/21 
THR 5/21
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
THR 5/21 
TUE 5./2'6, 
-· rui. ·s1i.r/
THR 5/21 
WED 6/3 
WED "6/3 
MON 6/1 
THR 5/21 
MON. 6/1 
TUE· 6/2 
TUE 6/2·· 
MON. 6/1 
THR 5/21 
MON '6/1 
MON 6/1
MON 6/1
MON 6/1 
THR 5/28 
THR. 5/21 
TUE 6/2 
MON· 6/1 
MON 6/l 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR'··S/28 
·rHR- ·. 5/28 . ·wE· 5/26 
TUE 5/26
TUE 5/26 
MON 6/1 
--,-TUE 6/2 
WED 
FRI 
MON 
WED 
THR 
MON 
TUE 
·wED 
TUE 
TUE 
TUE 
WED 
WED 
WED 
MON 
HON 
HON 
WED 
WED 
MON 
MON 
6/3 
5/29 
6/1 
6/3 
5/28 
6/1 
5/26 
5/27 
5/26
,6/2 
6/2 
6/3 
6/3 
6n
6/1 
6/1 
6/1 
6/3 
6/3 
6/1
6/1 
.-.\� ... ra .... _·. -·· 
'>. '., I;:". 
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COURSE SECTION ,DAY DATE TINE 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
'6':"'l:S p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m • 
POL (DAY) 
2323 F 
2332 G 
2333 LN 
2340 J 
3342 LN 
3353 D 
3361 LN 
POL (EVE) 
1101 MW7 
1101 .MW83 
1101 TR73 
1101• TR7-3B 
2220 TR:6. 
2240 TR6 
2314 MW53 
2323 MW53 
2332 •MW53
3I:.Ol . MW7 
M0N 6/1 
MON 6/1 
TUE 6/2 
THR 5/28 
TUE 6/2 
WED 6/3. 
TUE 6/2 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
1:HR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
TUE 6/2 
TUE ·6/2 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/J.. . 
MON. 6/-1 
·,-MON. 6/1. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.111.
-6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
. 6:15 p.m� 
'8:30··p.m.· 
PSY (GRAD) 
9788 T6 
9796 M6 
PUB (DAY) 
1250 BC 
1250 K 
•2100, EF
4
.
000 BC 
PUB (EVE) 
1250 MW53 
1250 TR6 
3001 MWS.3, 
3375 · TR6 
PUB (GRAD) 
-9400 MS 
9401 ·TS
9430- W6
9440 W8
TUE 6/2
MON 6/1
MON 6/1 
TUE 5/26· 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
MON 
TUE 
MON 
TUE 
MON. 
TUE
WED 
WED 
6/1 
6/2 
6/1 
6/2 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p."111. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
�:15 p.m.
_!>:15 p.m. 
·3:30 .p._m. 
3:30 p;m.
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.
1:00, p.m. 
PS·Y (DAY) 
3055 A 
3055· C, 
9447 R6 
· : ,·; ,.-WED ··5;/,2i · 3: 30 p ,in{· �-,. 9490 T6
WED . 5/27-· . 3: 30 p.11U 9492 ·M6 
· · THR 
TUE 
MON 
6/1, 
6/12 
6./3 
6/3 
5/28 
6/2 
6/1 
5/28 
6/3 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30·p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:.15 p.m·. 
6:15 p.m. 
. 1:00 p.m •. 
8:30 p._m. 
6:15 p.m.
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
].:00 p;m. 
1:00 p.m. 
l.:00 p.,n. 
3:30 p.m 
TIME 
10:30 a.m •. 
10:30 a.1:1. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:�0 a.m. 
8:00 a.111. 
8:00 a.m. · 
8:00 a:m. 
1:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m. 
8.: 00 . a ·.-m·. 
1:00 -p.in. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 P·II!· 
3060 B 
3070 KL 
3181_ E ·. 
5020 GR 
PSY (EVE) 
1001 MW5A 
1001 MW5B 
1001 MW7A · 
1001 TR53A 
1001 . TR53B 
1001 TR73A 
1001 TR73B 
3055 TR43 
3l.82 MW53 
4012 MW7 
SPA (DAY) 
400
°
1 CBCC 
4010 p· 
4117 D .. 
4181 
4222 
E 
GR 
SPA (EVE) 
±881 · W�t 
100.1 
1001 
1001 
.l:002 
1002· 
1002 
1002
1002 
· 1012 
·300L 
3002 
4150 
4224 
MW7 
TR53A 
TR53B
· MW5 
MW7A 
. MW7B 
TR53
TR73 
MW42 
MW7 
MW7 
· TR73 
MW5 
SST (EVEJ 
4002 ·TR6 
4003 TR6 
4004 ifR6 
WED · 5'/27 
. 
8:·oo a.m. 9499 R6· 
·!�!- !�i �;�� �'.t .. ·, mo. ·w5 
. MON· 6/1 · 3 :.30 p • .m. . . REA (DAY) 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
TUE 6/2 
TUE 6/2 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28
THR .5-/28 
MON 6/1 
MON· 6/l. 
MON 
MON 
WED 
. MON 
MON 
tf8� 
MON 
TUE 
TUE 
MON 
MON 
MON 
TUE 
THR 
WED 
MON
MON 
· THR 
MON 
TUE 
TUE 
TUE 
6/1 
6/1 
6/3
6/1
·6/1 
m-
6/1 
6/2 
6/2 
·6/1 
6/1 
fJ/1 
6/2 
5/28 
6/3 
·6.1 
6/1 
5/28 
6/1 
6/2 
6/2 
6/.2 
. . '··· 2710, CD 
8:30 p.m.· 
6:15; p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6: 15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
. 8: 30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m; 
6-:15 p;-.n. 
6:l.5 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m: 
1:00 p.m. · 
8-:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m.
6:15 p.m.
·6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.·m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m_. 
8:30 p.111. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.-
6:15 p.ui. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6.:.15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p;m. 
27tO · PE, 
R]4\ .(EVE) 
2710- M68 
2710 W68 
2720 ·· W68
4720 R68 
STA (DAY) 
1015 PQ 
10i5 QR 
1357 AB 
1357 
1357 
1357 
1357 
1357
1357 
1357
1357 
1357
. 1357 
1357 
1s15· 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
2015 
Bi> 
CE 
DE
EF 
GH 
GH2
J 
K 
LN. 
PH 
PQ 
. LN 
,BD 
·GH 
LF 
LN· 
MW43 
2015 ·. PH 
2015 PQ 
2015 TR43 
2154 CD 
2154 EF 
2154 KL 
2357 AB 
STA (DAY) 2357 BC 
1015 AB WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2357 EF 
1015 - BC WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2357 
. 
EG 
1015 BP WED 5/27 3:3C p.m. 2357 GH 
1015 DE WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2357 K 
1015 EF WED 5/27 3:30 p.m-. 2357 MW4 
1015 EG WED 5/27 . 3: 30 p .m. 2358 EF 
1015 GR WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2358 KL. 
1015 J WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2358 LF 
1015 K WED 5'/27 '3:30 p.m. ·2359 DE 
1015 LF WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2359 P 
1015 MW4 WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2450 GH 
1015 p WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 2450 K 
. 1015 PH WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. , 3155 CD 
_.).;
30
_ P•·:11•' r • �5}_�7-_.,.,. 1::i,'.,,:o • ''/ ,,; ';' , .. i�,1:;� / ,_·;:·i.�--::'A}5� �-i}F ;;'�:,:-... lh_'l�_A • ��_. .• .,r., . 'D�c.l,.l 
,... .... ") \;. !.1;,. i .:, .::... ').-; ' .. � : : \ :- .,\-�tL C Q;.�t-- ·---'-{ OC': � . - ·-� A.�1 
nm 
WED 
WED 
WED 
6/3' 
6/?, 
.8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m·. 
WED 
WED 
WED 
THR
5/27 
5/27 
5/27 
'(,/28 
6:15.p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:.15 p.m. 
9:15 p.m • 
TUE 6/2 ·:s:;30 p�m. 
WED 5/+J 3qo p.m. 
WED 5/27 3:30 p.m. 
THR 5/28 10:30 a.m. 
THR 5/28 10:30 a.m. 
THR 5/28 10:30 a.m·. 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28. 
THR 5/28 
THR · 5/28 
THR· 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28_. 
·- THR 5/28 .. 
TliR 6/2 
WED -S/27:· 
WED 5/fr, 
.WED 5/27' 
WED 5/27.
WED 5/27 
WED 5/27 . 
WED 5/27 . 
WED 5/27 
WED 6/3 
MON 6/1 
TUE 6/2 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THR 5/28 
THI{ 5/28 
THR · 5/)8 
THR 5/28 
MON 6/1 
TUE 6/2 
FRI 5/29 · 
WED •6/3 
THR 5/21· 
MON 6/1 
MON 6/1 
WED 6/3 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a •. m. 
10:30 a.m • 
10:30 a.m.
10:30 a;m.
10:30 a.m. 
.10.: 30 a .m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30.a.m. 
.1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p_.m;
3:30 p.m.
3£30 p.m. 
3:30 p�m. 
6:15 p.m_.
3:30 p.m. 
3:30 p;m. 
_6:15 p.m. 
8:00 a.'m.
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
'6:15 p.:n. 
1:00 p.rn.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 _p.m. 
8:oo·a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
l_Q:30 a.m.
'8:00 a.m, 
MON 6/1 g".;'{} :00 P•1:·  
,·':' 
Pagel-I 
� � DAY 
fil �DAY) 
3360 LF 
3360 QR 
3361 GH 
3361 . p 
3362 DE 
3363 K 
3364 EF, 
3450 DE 
3450 GH 
3450 LN 
3450 p 
3450 QR 
4157 CD 
4365 BC, 
STA (EVE) 
1015 M57 
1015 R68 
1015 S9 
1015 T57 
. 1015 T68 
1015, W57 
1015 W68 
1357 M57 
1357 M68 
1357 ·R68 
1357 S9 
1357, , TR43 
1357 .T68 
1357 W57" 
1357 W68 
2015 M68 
!015 R57 
?015 T68 
.!154. R68 
:!357 MW83 
'.357 M68 
.3�7 lf68 
.357 TR43 
357 W68 
. 358 TR53 
. 3S9. Jl68 
TUE 
TUE 
FRI 
FRI 
WED 
TUE 
MON 
MON 
MON 
'MON 
MON 
MON 
WED 
MON 
WED 
WED 
WED 
WED 
. WED 
WED 
WED 
THR 
THR 
THR 
THR 
THR 
THR 
THR 
THR 
WED 
WED 
WED 
THR 
THR, 
THR 
THR 
THR 
nm 
'IUE 
nm 
.. ,·. 
''-.}'', 
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DA�E • · TIHE, 'COURS·E. SECTION '·DAY DATE' TIME 
" .  SECTION C�URSE MX � �
5/26 10:30 a.m. 
5/26 10:30 a.m. 
5/22. 10:30 a.m. 
5/22 10:30 a.m. 
6/3 8:00 a.m. 
5/26 8:00 a.m. 
6/1 1:00 p.m, 
6/1 10:3Q a.m. 
6/1 10:30 a.m. 
6/1 10:30 a.m. 
6/1 .10:30 a.m. 
6/1 10:30 a.m. 
6/3 8:00 a.m. 
6/1 8:00 a.m. 
5/27 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 6:15 p.m. 
5/27. 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 . 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 6:15 p.m. 
5/27 6:15 p.m •. 
5/28 6:15 p.m. 
5/28 6:15 p.m. 
5/28 6:15.p.m. 
5/28 6:15 p.m. 
STA (EVE) 
2450 T68 
3360 W68 
3361 R68 
3362 M68 
3363 W68 
3364 T68 
3450 T57 
3450 W68 
4365 R68 
STA (GRAD) 
9704 R68 
9705 M68 
9708 MW4 
9708 M68 
9708 R57 
9708 R68 
9708 TR4 
9708 T57 
9708 T68 
9708 W68 
9712 W68 
9719 W68 
9720 R68 
9721 M68 
9721 R68 
9730 R.68 
TAX (GRAD) 
TUE 6/2 6:15 p.m. · 9880 M7 MON 6/1 "8:30 p·.m. 
WED 5/27 6:15 p.m. 9887 W73 WED. 6/3 .8.:30 p.m. 
THR 5/28 6:15 .P,m, 9889. W5 WED 6/3 6:15" p.m. 
MON 6/1 �:15. p.m. 
WED 5/27 6:15 p.ni. TTB (DAY) 
TUE 6/2 8:30 p,m. 5002 . CD WED 6/3. 8:00 a.m. 
TUE &/2 6:15 p.m. 5003 DC WED 6/3 8:00 a.m. 
m 6/3 6:15 p;m. 
THR 5'/28 6:J.5 p�m. !!Q (DAY) 
. .1002 EF MON 6/1 1.:00 p.m • 
THR 5/28 6:15' p.m. 
MON 6/"J. 6:15 p.m. 
WED 6/3 6:15 p.m. 
MON 6/1. 6:15 'p.m. 
THR 5/28' 6:45 p • .  m. 
THR 5/28 6:15 p.m. 
THR 5/28 6:L p.m� 
TUE 6/2 6:15 p.m. 
TUE 6/2 8:30 p.m. ADDITIONAL FINALS 
WED 5/27 6 :15 p.m. 
WED 5/27 6:15 p.m·. MTH (DAY) 
WED 5/27 6:15 p.m. 22(12 THR 5/21 10:30a.m. 
·THR 5/28 6:15 p.m. 
MON 6/1 6:15 p.m. PUB (EVE) 
THR 5/28 6:15 ·p.m. 9420 M6 MON 6/1 6:15p.m. 
THR 
5/28 ... , 6:15,J)".Iil. 
5/28 6:15 p.m. 
9754 'T6�· "' TUE· ,6/2 8:30 p.m·. STA (DAY) 
5/28 
5/28 
5/28 
5/27 
5/27 
5/27· 
5/28 
5/28·, 
5/28 
5/28 
s;2a. .. 
5/28 
6/2 
5/28. 
6:15 p.m. . 9758 M68A MON 
6:15 p.m. 
6/1 6:15 ,p.m. IBo BC MON 6/1 10:30a.1:1. 
9758 T68 +UE 6/2 .8:3.0 _p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 9759 W68 / WE!) ·5121 6:15 p.m. SST (EVE) 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p .• m. 
9761 M68 MON 6/1 6:15 p.m. 30ll TR43 THR 5/28 6 :  15p.1:1: 
9762 W68 WED 5/27 6:15 p.m. 4011 TR73. 
6:15 p.m. 
THR 5/28 8:30p .m. 
9768 R68 THR 5/28 6:15 p.m. ,., 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m •. 
6:1.5 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:1.5 p.a.. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m, 
6:15 p.m. 
;9769. M68 MON, .6/1 · 6:15 p:m,• 
9775 R68 THR, 5/28 6:'l.5· p·.m. 
9776 T68 TUE .6/2 ·. 8:30 p.m. 
9784 T68 TUE 6/2 8:·30·p.lil, 
, 9785 T68 TUE 6/2 8:30 p.m. 
� (GRAp) 
,9862 .. ·, TR6 m: 6/2 6:15 .,_,._ 
·:···:, . 
.· £;,: Allateinvlf�,;; ,<.ij·(?, //.�11, . 
to Join us, bring your , li'M ! 
1 //J:t· -'\'., 171c_
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IIOlrtE IIAl)NESS 
We Are The 
Guinea Pigs 
We Are the Guinea Pigs is a documen­
tary on the infamous Three Mile Island 
debacle. We all know there is no such thing 
as safe or clean nuclear power thus the 
pedantic arguments for and against hv sci­
entists, academics and publicists are· bor­
ing. fatally so. 
What <lo you suggest o \•i·e one� 
Personalize the issue. Risk is the basis of 
capitalism, except in this industrv. The 
technology was developed by the �1ilitarv 
industrial complex with our tax dollars an�l 
then _handed over to the rorpor�tio1t-<, a 
pernut to steal and murder. Therefore the 
rriminals hould be dragged into daylig-ht 
as arc common bank robbers and muggers 
and snatchers of gold chains. Let the publi<· 
know who the titans of this industrv arc 
\�ho owns the plants. the sycophant,;of th� 
:-.iuclear Regulatory Commission. and the 
politicians who acquiesce to this rape of our 
future. How many of these vermin lin' 
neat· the plants thev endorse·? 
Films such as ·this play into the hands 
?f the indu:<try b.v rlooding us with 
1m�crsonal data about overkill and penet­
ration of the food chain by nurlea,· em­
,nis.�ions. 
Imposters 
IMPOSTERS is.an excellent film. It 
<leries categorization as drama, t·ragedy. 
<'Ollledv, surrealist or 11nv other safe label 
,;inre �arh fr�me is a ra�dom permutation 
of these and more esoteric elements. 
The main plot as wqulcl be demanded 
b\· ,1n English teaC'her: 1\rn. chap.-. 
Churkie who is gay. and Mikey. masque-
'racle as twins with a traveling magic art 
which enables them to pursue a stolen trea­
sure. a golden scarab. Their trail is littered 
\•ith remembered corpses and their path 
Hghted by the axiom "real jewels look 
fake.'' 
The axis of the movie is their assistant 
Tina. an ingenue who bears her candor 
with flair, flitting emotionally between Pe­
ter. a rich neurotic boyfriend, and her ex­
lovers, Gina and Stephanie. Murder, love. 
deceptions and individual definitions of a 
nonrn1l relationship abound. Churkic pro­
typically serves as the rounterplot. each 
barb forcing the cast and the audience bark 
into orbit. However he ·is without the 
weakness usuallv associated with such a 
role. · 
.. Imposters" features several young ac­
tors and actresses who have made their 
reputations on stage. Mark Rappapo1t, the 
director-writer-editor. has harnessed this 
fresh screen talent into the core of another 
cinema repertory. There is as much a range 
of characters as to be found in the work of 
Robert Altman and a sensibility equal to 
that of Woody Allen. 
By Jim i Rawlins 
Caveman 
two blue-eyed nordir� and a gay c�uple. t:n. 
Polyester 
POLYESTER is a comedy centered 
around the mock tragic life of Francine 
Fishpaw. a hou-e\vifc portayed by the 
tntn::\·cstite Divine. Her daughter is 
always hot to trot; her son is a consumer of 
,1rbitrary drugs given to stomping the feet 
qfladies in the 5hopping malls; the dog does 
!mt hkc her; her husband. the proprietor of 
·rn X-rated movie house. is perpetuallv cm­
harrassing and abusing her; he tinall� runs 
,iffwith his secretary; and her moth�r is an 
•'Xploitative shrew who steals the fortune 
hunter who enters Francine's life after the 
clepmture of her husband. Hei· onlv friend 
l� her deaning )adv who had rc<·cnth· i11-
11crited a fortune: c�mcs to·work in a ri;auf­
forcd li'mousinc and i;; intent on being a 
•lnbut,11.lt�. 
.foh.n Waters. the sclf-pro<'laimed 
·,:1a�ter of shock cinema' for what th11t is· 
wo,th. brought foith this waste ofrelluoi<l. 
Hi,: predous efforts .incluclc>,,·Pink Flamini.r­
,ir,.:" am! '"The Filthi.est People Alive.'' ;;oth­
l>'C who g-ct their,jollies i11 the chstastettii. 
.. ,1 11 ![,O wallnw ii'1 f.OLYESTER. 
\ ·� Caveman is simple. honest and rela- route to nowhere they disrover. or. are the 
ti\·el.v funny. Caveman basir'·is a fifteen nr"t to witness rire. music. ire ;;katini.r. how 
word languge with only one word longer '•l ,;,,l'1cl ;;tmight. barbecueinµ;. si.tn�.v 5ide 
than three syllables. and halfwa.v through U!• C-)!g,; and pumpkin vine,;. All cxpcr­
thc ,no,·ie one is thinking in basic'•. Atouk: ?0111'1:�.'5> g:..iincd a� the disco,ntOrt ,,>f Ton(h,' 
Ringo Stair allona Lana: Barbara BaC"h. l!!d t·nn1pat'!�' an<l cl c·t-os� 5CC'tinn of 1ir0- · ::i_ 
who is the property. of Tonda: .Joh.n '1;�t-ll"I•· ani,m;i.• aero. jandha,;0tl ·,rnd 
Matusak. Atouk tries to zug-zug Lana and c·,,,,·::li. 
Tonda stomps him out of the tfibe to the At6uk wins the inevitable mind a mano 
cheers of the cowed claque. However the <·ontesf. and ascends the roval rock with 
•neck and the just shall inherit the earth. _fair weather Lana at his.sid�: to the c!ieers 
already Atouk has discovered the wheel of the entire claque including that of the 
and fouml" a -sleep_ indl:it-ing -plant, .w.it>h· ,� defaated 'J'onda.�T9e;�.ive.JT1� �!}diepeejp�ns, 
leaYeS very similar to that of a cannabis in the cheers when he unexpectedly dumps 
plant. · '!.:;,.�:::: · 
.. her )n. the_ ca-ea and descends jntq the 
0-v , ;�. -� •• "; c'\ra\\iC},-!o:J�ad Thia, the:b}ond blue-eyed A.touk drifts attracting a like band of he,art of gold siren up the rock with l)im. 
lllistits including the inimitable .lark Thereafter everyone retires to eat rannais, 
Guilford: Gog. one blark.'-one Eni.rli,-h frj�cl e_ggs and zug-zug in peace. This'movie 
speaking Chinese. one very short petson. ·:c1eliveh more than the billboard pro_�ises. 
_ :..4: 
Rosie the 
.:i-·· 
1First run Features is a cooperiitive 9f 
film rvakers who exist, barely so, �utside 
the pale.' A retrospective ·of this combine, 
American Independent Films, is now 
showing thru June 9th at Cinema 5 Theatre 
at 8th Street east of 5th Avenue. Some of 
the films I have seen in this series remind 
me of Channel 13, more educating than en­
·tertaining, so one would 'be advised to 
choose an area of genuine interest or a fj]m-
maker who is familiar. 
Rosie the Riveter. is a record of the 
female contribution to the effort, a ·con­
tribution of ·which I w;is sadly unaware. 
This film documents the absorbtion of as 
many as 8 million women into wha'.. _was 
once considered man's work, the growth of 
their self-esteem and the official post war 
poliry to stifle this work ethic. Of course 
the bureaucrats ignored the sensibilities of 
working class women who took the chance 
to better themselves. One shares the 
anguish of a lady who worked as a welder 
for four'years, 'was injured on the job, en­
dured t become a skilled rraftsperson, 
only to have postwar employers tell her she 
would be hired immediatelv if she were a 
male. She earned her livi�g for the next 
seventeen years by washing dishes. 
The film mirrors t.he attitudes of the 
forties, interspersed witli excerpts of the 
War Department documentaries. Thus, 
now I h."llow that the liberated ladies of the 
sixties and seventies were not the froot line 
troops. 
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:,VERBAL ASSIMILATIONS 
Column! 
1. To Lie 
2. Determined 
q. Vulgar 
A. To Seize 
5 .. Sloppily 
'6. To Release 
'7:ToTear 
8. Harmful 
· 9. Generous 
10. Inconvenient 
Column lI 
Deleteitous 
Inoppoit@e 
Lacerate 
Slo\·e11i�­
l'i:e\�1ricate' 
Ri;.�olute 
Co!!l1�rate 
. Ext!'it·:i•e 
Mag11;11;m2.us 
The Reporter 
FUN� DA-MENT ALS 
Answer 
L--------'--��------
3. ____ ___________ _ 
3. ____ __:_ ___________ _ 
4- ------- -�-- ----
5 .. ___________ �--�--
. 6,.--�- ------------'--�-
7,, _ ________ _:__-,--____ _ 
8- ----�---'--�--------
g _ _______________ � 
10, _______ _;_�----'----'------,-----
Using Column I, write the appropriate synonym from Column II in.the answer.space prqvided .. · 
Don't forget to include the underscores where indicated. 
The correct set will complete the following sentence:_ 
EXCELLENT IN ALL RESPECTS JS-----------�----'---------­
Flora's Philosopfiy: Perfect Practice Makes PERFECT 
VF.R RAL ASSIMILATIONS 
Ke.v t<i.Last. Issue';; "FUN-DA-MENTALS" 
Kith 
Iunocumis 
Pt!!pitious, 
Brall;:I 
Indolence 
Obs,Jg_! -�� :. 
· Rescinded 
.Dispar:.l_ge 
Plausibl� 
·KN O W L E D G E IS POWER!. 
KNOWL"EDGE IS :POWER! 
. � 
., .. 
THE-t;Ri/I)tl/1 TES 
Id lik. · to·e·x·te"·" 1 -0·\·,·,· ,,.;pec
ial 1n\.,.ltatio11 ·,e:r wou e 1·:'-' , -'"�: � ., .• _ ,· 
c:,ur. 
GRADfM TION.CElE BRA TION
The good ti�es begin Friday J1:IP& 5 1_98 1 
900ptrL.Ulltit 
at the excipng and fabulous 
tOTTONCLUB saoo 
,we.st.Side High,way �t 125th SJreet 
drecrol'ls § 
/1-1 to 125th
. 
Street 8ff _
LIJIB 
Co�e jo,n US· c:and le+. +he. [X'-,-ty be.a, sveoess 
SEE' ORGANl'Z.AflONS . BELOW- FoR i1C/<f;TS 
.Dinner. Will be availal'liG at a norr1inal fee 
We are supported by: flSO,V/1.NGUARD 
CLUB NY, BLACK-
May 20, 1981 
By Esmond Scott 
A slap: 
A<!ry. 
He is. 
Fathered by a mother 
Mothered by a sister 
He knows no milked breast. 
The all occassion clothes padded board box 
Perambulator. 
Crib. 
Playpen. 
Paradise. 
A skinny, malnourished and unschooled youth 
Roams the streets. 
Armed·with daily newspaper 
. He hustles 
Still not enough: 
· Must be another way. 
Yes. 
Brethren by the Cornel_". 
Coke 
Cocaine 
· Cadillac 
Paradise. 
Looting and shooting 
Dealing,and stealing 
He trie$ to end oppression? 
He tries to estabhsh� 
Real Pa�dise. 
A Rifle. 
Shots. 
A fall. 
A Cro:wded Street 
-Comments 
Blackness. 
A.Kick· 
Nocry 
He isn't 
Life· al l over 
· Paradise? 
